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A Note on the Anthology Title
Tenterhooks were ever-present in Leeds during the city’s
cloth-making boom. Wet woollen cloth was hung on hooks attached to
wooden frames called ‘tenters’ in order to prevent it from shrinking as it
dried. In the eighteenth century, the fields along the River Aire were lined
with tenter frames, and to this day we have Tenter Hill and Tenter Lane. According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the word ‘tenterhook’ is associated
with stretching, straining, unsettling, and creating suspense and refers to
the state of being ‘on tenterhooks’.
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Foreword
A year ago, i was editing Tenter Hook’s second volume at my kitchen table, rather than in my office on the beautiful campus of the University
of Leeds. At that time, the pandemic, lockdown and teaching and learning
online were still novel, possibly fleeting, experiences. It goes without saying that this particular year has been challenging for all and devastating
for many. Even so, my students and my colleagues have been resolutely determined to share our common passion for literature and writing, albeit
on-screen. Without these efforts, we would not have the anthology you are
about to read. I would not be sitting here once again at my kitchen table,
excitedly marvelling over the craft and creativity of students on this programme. We all now have something that we did not have a year ago, and I
celebrate this new presence.
I would like to thank my colleagues Jason Allen-Paisant, Simon Armitage, Rachel Bower, Ian Fairley, Clare Fisher, Daisy Hildyard, Jay Prosser,
Ross Raisin, and John Whale for their efforts teaching and supervising the
students on this programme. We are grateful to the following guest writers
and literary professionals for sharing their expertise this year: Ana Fletcher
(Jonathan Cape), Zaffar Kunial, Joyelle McSweeney, Nadifa Mohamed, and
Evie Wyld.
Special thanks go to Brett Greatley-Hirsch for design and lay-out and
Final Year student Finlay Charlesworth for acting as Editorial Assistant.
Dr Kimberly Campanello
Programme Leader for the BA English Literature with Creative Writing
School of English, University of Leeds
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Only the Ocean
Alex Affleck
My mum used to say i was born swimming which, in a way, is true;
she had me in a birthing pool, so I was certainly born into water, even if not
technically swimming. She used to take me to Swimbabes and told me that
I always cried when it was time to get out. I just love being in water: the
feel of it, the elusive way it glides across your skin, lapping and caressing
your body, making little waves; the way you can make big waves just by
splashing it.
After my mum died, when I was nine, I used to go the beach all the time:
with my friends, or my dad, or my aunts; anyone who would come with me.
They did not mind while the weather was good but, once it became colder,
they were less keen. My friends began to find these trips, and probably me,
boring. My aunts were less transparent, telling tales of grindylows, pulling
children down into the depths with their long, wraithlike arms, to put me
off. Of course, that intrigued me all the more, I thought the idea of subterranean play with mysterious sea creatures sounded like fun. To let them
off the hook, I joined the local swimming club and was soon competing in
galas, first just within my club, then against nearby teams and, finally, for
my county. It was not that I was competitive, I just enjoyed it. Some of the
other girls got upset or angry when they did not win, I was not bothered.
Although, to be honest, I did generally win. I just seemed to get faster and
faster.
By the time I was about thirteen my dad had a new girlfriend, Gillian.
She moved in and, although we got on reasonably well, we kept a respectful
1
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distance between us. As far as I was concerned, she was never going to replace my mum, and I think that was probably the last thing she wanted too.
She and my dad seemed happy enough for me to spend all my spare time
at the pool or the beach and appeared not really to notice if I was around
or not. During the long, hot summer months I would spend every day at
the beach, swimming out further each day. When my arms tired, I stopped
to bob about and play for a few minutes, or float lazily on my back. Sometimes I swam down below the surface, losing myself in the engulfment.
The prehensile seahorses and starfish were my friends and the seaweed
my garden; I learned to distinguish between the purple carrageen, greenbrown kelp and red-brown sea tangle. Eventually I would make my way
back to the shore, reluctant to leave the comfort of my ocean home. Each
day I lingered a little longer.
If at home I felt like a benignly tolerated cuckoo, at school I became a
malignant alien. Head and shoulders above all my classmates, boys as well
as girls, I looked and felt large and awkward. The boys were not unkind,
they merely avoided me, uncomfortable with my size and indifference. The
girls were more robust in their attitude. They had found it difficult to talk to
me in the wake of my mum’s death and their discomfort metastasized into
mistrust and, finally, outright dislike. I shared none of their fascination
with clothes, make up and dating, and they made no attempt to include
me in any of their conversations or outings. Over time, I grew increasingly
isolated.
* * *
My dad had started teasing me, making embarrassing comments about
my ‘figure filling out’, as he put it, and joking about boys. I think it was his
way of trying to encourage me to talk about personal stuff, but neither of
us has ever been any good at that. We were both thinking that Mum would
have known exactly what to say to make it easy for me. But he was right
about one thing. I had noticed my hips had grown fuller and curvier; some
wavy stretch marks had appeared across them that shimmered when the
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light caught them, like silver-blue shot silk. I think I quite liked the way
they looked; they felt nice too, sort of smooth but slightly sharp at the edges. I supposed it was all to do with my age, hormones and all that, but there
had been quite a few other changes. I caught my nail on a skin tag on my
neck and, when I checked it out, I found a few more, on both sides. They
felt a bit odd, not painful but strangely flappy.
Back in my happy place, on the beach, I decided to swim out to the rock.
It was quite a long way, but I was in no hurry. I waded out a short distance,
letting the water flow through my fingers, up to my thighs and eddying
around my waist. I always loved that cold frisson that took my breath away
for a moment, before my shoulders sank beneath the familiar blanket. I
lifted my feet from the sand, and, with a gentle kick, I was off. No energetic
strokes, I wanted to save my energy, so I moved my arms in a slow circular motion and wafted my legs leisurely. I was surprised at how far that
tiny movement took me. The next time I kicked, I registered that both feet
moved simultaneously, almost as one. And again, with almost no effort,
I was propelled so much further than usual. My legs seemed so strong; I
could feel the power surging up from my toes, towards my hips. The lower
half of my body seemed to have taken on a life of its own.
I reached the rock in no time. As I approached it, I ducked down to examine the seascape, starting to circumnavigate the little island. Close up, it
was larger than I had expected, I was excited to explore it. I weaved through
the gulfweed and algae and marvelled at the shoals of beautiful, brightly
coloured, shimmering fish darting playfully around me. I noticed, absently, without any real sense of surprise, that I was breathing, quite naturally,
through the flaps in my neck. Almost as if that was what they were made
for. It was an amazing sensation, I could stay under the water for as long as
I wanted, without needing to come up for air. The fish seemed to accept me
as a normal part of their landscape and we swam together around the rock,
interweaving our bodies, luxuriating in the gentle swell of the current.
After a while, I pulled myself up onto my rock. My hair fell in long waves
over my shoulder, and I combed it through with my fingers as I gazed
around me. The sea was vast and infinite, deep blue with a snowy spume
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dancing over the surface. Shells and barnacles clung to the lower parts of
the outcrop. The rays from the sun felt warm on my skin and the warmth
spread through my body. I could not remember ever being as happy as I
felt at that moment. I looked down at my beautiful new translucent tail in
admiration and was overwhelmed with the joy of being home.

Within a Room
Matthew Allen
As these four walls sit staring back at me:
As silence cuts and slices into bone;
As laughing figures are not there to see;
As I sit silently – alive, alone.
Figures past and present look for me,
The bows – the arrows, the knives, the swords!
And ice does purge that which they could not see,
As panic sets in, veiled behind my words.
The forest’s trees, and winter solitude –
Disrupted, bent, and broken on this night.
Wrapped in linen, with fear I am imbued.
They chase me as I flee; I cannot hide.
Brambles, bushes, trees, and branches; all will
Trip me in my path – before me they sit,
Taunting, teasing, telling something yet still
I do not know what I need, I still forget.
An unseen lady cries in pure anguish:
I pause, and start to listen to the night –

5
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Silence! But was that still there all along?
I lay back silent – perhaps, or perhaps...

Postage and Packaging
Rachel Astbury
I sent a parcel yesterday.
I used thick tape. There were no
Vulnerabilities.
It cost me £8
			
+£2.60 postage
– Plus a little extra for insurance.
I used tissue and bubble wrap
And Sellotape to hold it together,
A hastily constructed exoskeleton,
To save me the pain of seeing it break.
I have a large roll of bubble wrap.
I use it far too much.
Why not protect the things that I give?
Tiny martyrs of air in plastic
That sit under my stairs.
But tape doesn’t stick to everything and
I’ve watched many things break.
All of varying value,
Most worth more than £8
			
(+£2.60 postage)
7
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I cannot bubble wrap organs,
Tape up my body –
No forward planning, postage insurance,
No tape
No paper
Can strengthen my mind –
Or my permeable skin.
If I were to post my heart unwrapped,
wait for it to return in pieces
perhaps each small new break wouldn’t feel so significant.
When I smell cigarettes and Sauvage I wouldn’t recognise you,
Wouldn’t be waiting for the embrace that never comes.
I wouldn’t have to rely on the phantom bubble-wrap to protect me
All the while knowing I am unguarded.
Instead, I’ll pretend to be ignorant to my projection –
I will triple wrap the chocolates I send home for my mum’s birthday,
Give it the care I cannot give
To my heart
My hands
Which lay at my sides, weak from clutching at your memory.

Women of Steel
Hannah Bacon

Reyt strong that, your stainless steel
outshines the prejudiced scratches
of the men who tried to blunt your blade.
(Deemed only sharp enough to cut
the rationed canned spam)
Regardless, you stayed there
side by side
in your weathered overalls.
The furnace did not melt you
but forged your strength into
Bronze, that glowed as bright
as the searchlights, that
protected our city from
burning into
ash.
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Dear Dusty
Adam Briggs
To Whom It May Concern
Viaduct Showbar
11 Lower Briggate, Leeds
LS1 6ER
To the Proprietors of the Viaduct Showbar,
I am writing to you in complaint. You see, after spending the evening in
your cabaret room I left splattered in what can only be described as an attempt at fake blood distributed during a Dusty Springfield-themed number. The optimal word here being attempt, for whilst most theatrical blends
are washable and can simply be ‘wiped with a damp cloth,’ yours was not.
I am well aware that Dusty is of course not to blame for the incident. She
neither gave the performance nor mixed the concoction. Well, that and a
fact you must be well aware of: Dusty Springfield is dead. In my current
state I can be sure of this, however on the evening of my visit to your establishment, the thought did cross my mind: Could this possibly have been the
blood of one Dusty Springfield? If that were the case, I would be writing a
letter of thanks and beginning to inquire about a frame for the trousers.
Then there is the matter of how a venue like yourself would have been able
to acquire that illustrious substance once belonging to Ms. Springfield.
Alas, after a brief Google search, it became apparent not only that Dusty
Springfield has died, but that it had happened in 1999. While I am no sci11
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entist, I would like to think anyone would know enough to know that this
feat of preservation would have been impossible. You have seen Jurassic
Park and how that turned out? Dusty simply couldn’t have had any involvement, thus passing the blame back to yourselves. As not to create anymore
unwilling Jackson Pollock’s out of your patron’s clothing I strongly suggest
you change this blend for a washable alternative – and leave Dusty out of
it next time.
Yours truly,
A loving supporter of your establishment
(Please tell Precious I’ll see her at bingo on Sunday.)

Do Amazon Sell Pineapple Jam?
Mackenzie Cale
Oh, i’m out of jam. Of course I am out of jam. It’s a Tuesday. I shop
on Wednesdays, and I always wake up on Mondays in a total panic over
whether or not there is any jam left. I’d say 90% of the time, although I
could be wrong (I usually am), there is a bit of jam left. But, of course, a bit
of jam Monday means no jam Tuesdays or even worse – butter only Tuesday. Perhaps I should just buy more jam. Spice up shopping on Wednesdays
a bit with another jar of jam. Perhaps that would just prolong the inevitable. Ultimately it would mean a far gloomier Tuesday after that. The Tuesday where you weren’t entirely sure whether or not you had enough jam to
sufficiently cover two standard size Warburton slices. White bread, obviously. The Tuesday when there was no jam and you hadn’t fully acclimatised to the new jam schedule, this revelation had ripped you from nirvana
and now you’re probably lying next to the dishwasher and crying. Of course
you can’t just ignore the chance that you might have enough jam. Imagine
that, the feeling of having enough jam and it’s a Tuesday. This is a Tuesday
and this is my healthy spreading of jam. Oh, that would be good.
Shouldn’t jam last me longer than one week anyway? Do people normally go through one entire jar a week? Am I ravenous for jam? I have a hearty
spreading on my toast six mornings a week that’s all. Oh, and in the evenings whenever I am out of tins of rice pudding. Oh, and when the mood
strikes me to put jam in my rice pudding. Oh Christ, now that is always an
exciting proposition. But still even after all that is it a ludicrous amount of
jam consumption? Am I eating enough jam to feed a family of four? Does
13
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this middle-aged man manage to devour a family’s worth of jam all on his
own? A little weight gain at this age is perfectly normal, I thought. Oh hell,
I eat so much jam don’t I? Those damned keto diets probably don’t permit a
plop of preservatives in my pudding do they? It’s not even as if I could easily just go about sharing it either. Oh, hello there young child, would you
like some jam? Yes, alleged paedophile is exactly what I need right now.
Still though, can you imagine waking up on a Tuesday and having jam,
jam for two weeks in a row. God, that’s almost pleasurable to think about.
I should stress that it is almost pleasurable to think about. Mm, well, yes,
anyway, I’m not sure it would be worth all the fuss. Hardly a win if you pull
a blank in Russian roulette waiting for the ruddy gun to come back round
again. And what would Greg think? He knows that I buy one jar of jam
each week. He sees me buying two and he’ll think I’ve gone feral or adopted
some minor, taken in a homeless man, or he’ll start gossiping to the entire
village about my sudden onset of decadence. Two jams – don’t be absurd.
Greg would have me out to the entire town. Jammy Andy they’d call me.
No, that won’t do. Of course, it would only be truly decadent if I were to
purchase two of the same jams. If I strolled up to the cashier with strawberry and raspberry, then Greg might even praise my exotic nature. Assume
I’m showing off to guests by offering them an option of jams. In fact, is
it rude that I only supply strawberry? Do guests wish for more jams from
me? What if they’re allergic to strawberries, then it could damn well be offensive. What would Greg say then? What sort of fruit segregation politics
have I gotten myself into? I can’t pick two jams and expect to please people.
No. They’d be wondering whether or not I had Blackberry or Apricot or
even Pineapple. I’ve never even seen pineapple jam, but what kind of jamful host would I be without it? A laughing stock to the entire village. Oh,
Greg, oh hi Greg, yes that’s right I am buying five jars of jam today, Oh, you
would like to try some Rhubarb and Ginger jam? Oh, well do come round
tonight after your shift. Yes, of course you can bring your fat-bottomed
wife and three charming children, why the hell not? And then I’d be waiting
in apprehensh. Knock knock! Who’s there? Oh, I know who it is, it’s fucking Greg and he’s come to sample all of my jams like a fucking madman.
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Your wife’s favourite is Cherry? Oh, well right this way, can I interest you
and your fat arse in my cupboard of jams? Ah, and the kids, what do they
want? Oh Pineapple? They want fucking pineapple? Well fuck you, Greg,
and fuck your children. What is this trap you have sprung? You’re aware of
the plethora I possess because you fucking sold them to me, you twit. Of
course I don’t have Pineapple. Nowhere even sells Pineapple jam, I’m not
even sure if it exists and I don’t know how your pretentious fucking kids
found out about it. Ruddy hell to the lot of it!
I think I’ll stick to the current routine. Yeah, that sounds safer. Maybe
put some sort of shitting timetable on the fridge or something. Surely, it
can’t be that hard to remember. What sort of idiot am I who runs to the
cupboard, butter knife in hand, toaster popped, opening the door like an
American tourist getting into a black cab for the first time and then, lacking any emotional resilience, almost has neurotic breakdown about it? Every week! Like the ars…Oh ruddy hell is that the time? I’m going to be late.
Come on Andy, you’re supposed to be a grown man, what a twit.
No time to go round to the convenience today but oh well, after today’s
episode I could very well be harbouring subconscious seething hatred for
Greg. I highly doubt he’ll miss me or my daily Yorkie purchase. That will be
the big talking point of the day, the day I eat my tuna sandwiches, but no
Yorkie. Oh, Christ, that’s actually going to be the one interesting thing of
the day, isn’t it? And not doing something you’d normally have done barely
counts as interesting. God, maybe I should buy two jars of jam today, or
get lunch ordered in, or steal someone’s dog. Yeah, that would be fun and
outgoing wouldn’t it. Or at the very least it’d be impulsive, I’ve heard that’s
a fine thing to be.

Impulse
Elyse Davison
It’s then that i notice her. A small, fragile girl. No more than
nineteen, with two plaits in her hair and eyes of liquid amber. Not too
pale but not particularly tanned. Her clothes are average. Not fashionable
or unique, but plain and basic. Everything about her should cause her to
blend in like every other girl next door. But something catches my attention. There is a steadiness about her, as if to her all the storms in the world
only equate to a light New York breeze. She stares in my direction, unnerving me. Her hair like a bonfire. She slides her phone away and continues
to walk.
My phone rings in my pocket. I pick it up. ‘Hello,’ I say, ‘hello?’
No one is there. I hang up.
I carry on walking down the familiar path of the block I’ve walked
one-hundred times over. The time is 12:33, my lunch break. The one time
of the day I escape the suffocating four walls of my little office just outside
of Central Park. Despite the great size of Manhattan, I know it well: the
soft-dough smell of famous New York pretzels, the petrol hum of the city
and the blinding lights that only come out to play at sunset. From a distance I wouldn’t blame you if you are dazzled by the glittering skyline or
the abundance of shops bars and restaurants that the city boasts. But up
close there’s misery in these streets. Misery which has soaked into the side
streets, into the cracks and into the graffitied walls. Even though it is typical New York City rush hour I navigate the thick crowd like a bat through
the night sky. But something feels different. I glance around, re-familiar17
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ising myself, checking that everything is as it should be. Maybe I forgot to
turn off the lights before I left my small apartment in Brooklyn at 6 a.m.
Yes, that is it – I forgot to turn off the lights.
My phone rings again. I pick it up. ‘Hello,’ I say again. ‘Hello?’ No answer.
As I continue the route I walk five times a week, I’m realise I’m following
her now. I notice how she seems to glide like a phantom, in and out of the
nest of businessmen, down each side street with ease and simplicity. Eventually I lose her in the maze of concrete, and I walk for another ten minutes, only stopping when I reach the corner of my favourite coffee shop.
The one which swirls with aromatic dreams and sits small and huddled
among the towering city buildings. I push the door open and admire the
array of overpriced coffees. Salted caramel lattes and spiced gingerbread
cappuccinos. Small jugs filled with cream and an ambiance of friendly
chatter. I immerse myself in the scent and noises of the snobby Upper East
Siders.
It’s then that I spot her again. The vibrancy of the little coffee shop fades
away, and I fixate on everything, from the deep structure of her face to the
jet-black nail polished fingernails she uses to grip her large steaming cup.
This time she’s in the corner, cross-legged and clearly welcoming the heat
that spreads through her hands. I take my own seat, not too close but not
too far away from this mysteriously ordinary girl.
My phone rings once more. I pick it up once more. ‘Hello,’ I say once
more. ‘Hello?’ No answer.
I’m not sure how much time passes, but I don’t leave until she stands
up, dropping a few coins on the silk tablecloth before she floats out of the
room, and, as she does, I’m convinced she looks in my direction, lingering
on my face just longer than what I consider normal. I can’t help it. I stand
up, and, mimicking her actions, leave a few coins of my own on my own silk
tablecloth. I don’t mean to follow her but I do, back out into the bustle of
the chaotic city.
I lose her for just a second among the gush of water in the grates, the
occasional clink of a coal shovel and the usual bang of a door. But my wandering eye is almost instantly drawn back to her. She’s a magnet. She leads
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me further across town, and as we swerve along the monochrome path,
she speeds up. I notice a small brown purse slip out of her back pocket. She
doesn’t acknowledge this and instead seems to gather more speed, disappearing easily into the violent maze of New York City. Without a thought I
jog with an energy I’ve been missing for so long and retrieve the old wallet,
isolated on the cobbled pathway. I long to open it right there and then, but
desperate to avoid attention, I pocket it and head back to my office through
the crowds and the buzz. My mind is absent. Miles away from the chaos of
the afternoon workers. Completely oblivious to the arrogant men dashing
past me, pushing me and cursing me for walking too slow. All I know is I’m
desperate. Desperate for the sun to set. Desperate for night to fall so that I
can return to my one-bedroom apartment in Brooklyn and open the wallet.

Still You Remained Silent
Hannah Day
You’re different from the last. Your eyes have feline curiosity, innocence and chastity – a little reminder of someone I used to be. An
innocent dove who was intrigued by desire, but didn’t know how to get it,
how to receive it, how to use it on others – for better or for worse.
I opened up to you. I don’t regret it. Yet I can’t help but wonder whether I
would have saved myself from this self-doubt, all this unnecessary emotion,
if I didn’t bring my walls down so easily for you.
But I still opened up to you, and I’m proud of not shutting myself off; I
am proud of me for not reverting back to old ways. I like you – I do, even if
it’s merely a little crush –the spark is there. When you smile, it’s without
caring of the opinions of others. You smile because you mean it; you smile
because I made you.
A song comes on that I told you brought back bad memories to me.
Of hurt. Of things I didn’t want to happen again – especially not with you.
Of course, I didn’t tell you that last bit.
I immediately went to skip it. My friends stopped me. They didn’t know.
They didn’t have things they would rather forget attached to this song. I
glance at you, searching for something, searching for anything.
You didn’t say anything.
I had told my friends things, but I hadn’t opened up to them like I had to
you. Still you remained silent; still the song played.
Even now as I let my mind ponder that night, I still can’t tell. Did you
care? Do you still care? Or is it now too late for us?
21
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I know you’re not a closed book but you’re so hard to read. You’re quiet
and I just want you to tell me if you feel the same. In fact, I want you to
scream it. Let me hear it; let the world hear it.
My eyes dropped, landing on the granite table of my shared kitchen. I
sipped my drink slowly, trying to hold back the flood. My friends talked
amongst themselves. You were looking at me, a bottle of beer in one hand
and eyes glazed, looking intently at me.
I caught you looking and you didn’t look away.
Was it just the alcohol or did you look like you cared for me? Even just a
little?
I don’t know how long you have been gazing at me, your brown eyes like
low trees searching for the sun through a canopy. Were you looking for answers? Please tell me, because I want to tell you, but I don’t want to give you
my burden.
I give you a weak smile, hoping that you would remember what I told
you. In another world, maybe you would have walked around from the
other side of the table and embraced me. In another world, you wouldn’t
have cared about the few people there and showed me that yes, you did care
deeply for me. In another world, you would have perhaps even mouthed
‘Are you okay?’ so I wasn’t suffering in silence. But you didn’t: still you stayed
silent; still the song played.
I still can’t tell if you cared. You’re not like me: you’re quiet and I’m loud
and passionate; you are another language and I am an open book. You’re
unexplored by other people. Perhaps I was the first to dare wander into
your unchartered waters. According to our mutual friends, at least that
much was true.
Even as I am writing this, I still don’t know.
Maybe it was just the alcohol, after all.
Still, you remained silent; still the song played, and eventually finished.

The Castle
Elina Dimitrova
The castle is too high in the sky. Its walls are gleaming white
and when sunlight touches them, the reflected light is brilliant, blinding,
as if it wants to challenge the sun itself. When the sun dips below the horizon, the shadows of the castle’s towers and domes create a sneering face. It
makes the blood of the people below boil with jealousy and rage. They look
down and start wishing, once again, that they could be up there walking
along its glimmering corridors.
There is no path to the castle, no stairs, no magical beanstalk. It’s too
high for birds and parachutes, helicopters and planes. Scientists say it appears closer than it actually is, like a mirage, and it’s actually in the stratosphere, where no living being can survive.
But people are up there. We know there are.
Once in a while, a golden coin falls from there. It won’t kill you, but if you
try to catch it, it will break your arm. If you let it fall to the ground, it gets
stuck there, and you cannot pick it up.
Once in a while, a person grows wings. If they learn to fly, they can try
to fly up to the castle. The wings disappear after twenty-four hours. Many
take the risk and jump and fly.
Most of them fall back on the ground, and they don’t get up again.
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Bicycle
Lily Fehim
You press the pedals, circular, moving.
An unfamiliar weight that speaks
of the future, through
twists
and turns,
bumps in the path.
A new perspective.
You press the pedals, flowing, freely.
Tuneful words with spirit
rush through the windows above
you, continuous and strange.
You catch
glimpses of them in your ears.
You press the pedals, quickly, but too late.
A collision in the marketplace.
Colours of food now become
the colours of your skin.
Splattered,
a different perspective.
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You press the pedals, heavy, cold.
Industry looms in clouds seeping
drips
of rain,
down your back. Sulphur thick
in the scent of the air.
You press the pedals, desperate, saddened.
What can you see but great towers
filling the land?
Each corner a concrete labyrinth,
dare you believe, a prison of
humanity.
A devastating perspective.
You press the pedals, still green, yet the world is not.
Smoke and its friend,
Unfamiliarity,
remind you wordlessly
‘...’
of the bicycle upon which
you sit.
You press the pedals, thoughtful, guilty.
Agile as it is,
you never can forget
how it feels to put foot to the ground.
To slow. Down. Stop.
You feel trapped by innovation’s
greedy grasp on society.
A daunting perspective.

LILY FEHIM

You ring the bell, once, twice.
‘Make way!’ it chimes,
but make way for what?
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Alleviation
Sara Frisch
She stripped the duvet and pillow of the bedding and took
off the sheets. Her mother had bought her these, extra warm and extra
comfortable for the winter. She hugged the pile she had produced on the
floor and carried it to the washing machine in the bathroom. The air inside was still humid from her scorching shower, so she threw the laundry
on the floor and tilted the window open. The wintriness outside her glass
dome entered the room. Fresh water dripped from her neatly combed wet
hair onto her purple crewneck sweater. After the wrestle to get the bedding
inside the machine, she filled it with detergent and probably too much
fabric softener and set it to Sixty Degrees Rinse & Spin. Fifty-five minutes, the little screen said. A lavender smell filled her apartment returned
to the bedroom. Dirty socks, empty Amazon boxes, unfolded laundry, and
a bunch of unmatched shoes made her floor invisible. She tiptoed to the
window.
The clouds had only slightly given way to the sun like curtains that don’t
really want you to see the show, revealing a sporadic blue. In the neighbour’s garden the chickens ran around in panic. The periodic cock-a-doodledoo had meant many annoyed grabs for earplugs, but today it seemed a
comforting sign of existence. The landlord sat on his balcony and smoked a
cigarette. Ivy clung to his railing; the only life left after everything else had
died months ago. He reached forward and felt its earth. He shrugged. He
leaned back into his chair. The longer she stood there the more the chickens’ panic seemed to turn into a leisurely walk. The landlord’s cigarette
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smoke sluggishly rose. Its fire seemed to have forgotten its wild hunger, as
if the tobacco were a five-star dessert one must take one’s time with.
As the song changed, she became aware of the music playing from her
phone. A lot had changed since the last time she heard it, except that the
gentle guitar and flute made breathing a little easier. The familiar voice
seemed to have aged with her. She couldn’t understand the words, but she
knew what they said. Live every moment to the fullest. In a foreign language
the cliché didn’t seem so empty. She blinked and regained sight of what
she’d been watching.
Her landlord and the sun alike had disappeared, but the chickens were
running around like children playing catch. There was no swarm of bees
around her head that morning. There was no tornado that made thinking
clearly impossible. There were no thoughts about the state of the world or
desperate cries to god. There were only the chickens, and the landlord’s
balcony and the sky. The gloom didn’t sing its usual siren melody. Yet nothing else called for her either. Soon she could put the fresh bedsheets back
on.

The Traveller
Isobel Gaul
The ground was melting the sole of his shoes, though that wasn’t
a new sensation. The sun was scorching everywhere you went these days,
the thin grass burnt brown and his skin burnt red. Nothing to be done
about it; it’s not like there’s a shop around the corner that sells aloe vera.
The woman with red hair who called herself a ‘healer’ had offered him
something in an unlabelled bottle for his peeling shoulders. He had politely
declined. Only fools and those who were truly desperate would trust those
women and their potions.
The heat was unbearable now. It was one in the afternoon and closing
in on fifty degrees. He ducked under a roof made of an old metal sheet. It
seemed to just absorb the heat and was beginning to creak and bend from
the strain. He leaned against the relative cool of the breezeblock wall and
let his chest heave against the hot air, trying to pull in oxygen through the
dust. The little town was quiet. People in recent years had taken to sleeping
in the early afternoon, like this was Spain or somewhere down south. He
shook his head at the memory of cold, biting rain. His hair spun off sweat
and he pushed it off his face. He would have been disgusted by this, but
now that was the least of his worries.
A shopkeeper across the sandy road was sat in his chair, his feet up on
the stall. His stand had a meagre offering of dried fruit and dried herbs
and dried everything. His shoulders rose and fell steadily and his cap was
tipped over his face. They must not get very much passing traffic here. He
could just walk over and take something. He hadn’t eaten since last night
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and now he was tempted. In other towns he’d walked through they’d built
barbed wire fences and they refused to sleep in the day, not even to escape
the fiery sun. They watched him wander around with beady eyes like vultures, waiting for him to drop dead so they could take the shirt off his back
and the coins from his pocket. His stomach growled and pushed him to
get up. It whispered to him to go over to the little stall. He didn’t even like
dried mangoes that much, he told himself. But he crossed over the grainy
cobblestoned street anyway.
He was a short distance away when a little hand snuck out from under
the table. It wound itself upwards and grabbed a handful of raisins. He was
surprised at first and looked around the empty shops. He hadn’t seen anyone crawl under there. He crouched and lifted up the cloth. A girl with thin,
hollow cheeks looked back at him, her mouth full and her eyes wide. Before
he could say anything, she bolted under his outstretched arm and disappeared around the corner. He was stunned, he thought no one was awake
at this time in the afternoon. Perhaps it was just the thieves and the wandering travellers. It was the hour where no one seemed to notice them. A
sudden surge of bravery persuaded him to reach out and grab at the fruit.
But as soon as the confidence bubbled up, a new hand, a big, heavy, scarred
hand snatched at his wrist. His fingers opened in surprise and he dropped
the mango. Raising his eyes, he saw the shopkeeper looking back at him.
His eyes narrowed and his mouth in a thin, serious line. He suddenly felt
like he was much smaller than he really was there in the shopkeeper’s
shadow. The back of his shirt was pulled tight around his neck and he was
dragged to the edge of the town. He knelt onto the sandy dirt to catch his
breath.
He stayed there for a while, and when the sun was starting to settle into
the horizon, the little girl from under the stall appeared and placed a little
pile of raisins beside him. She smiled and followed him out into the desert.

Bionic Woman, Space Cadet
Jasmine Gibbs
My dad called her the Bionic Woman. That was back when
she first had the operation. In my memories, there had always been a touch
of steel about her. At knee-scraping age, I already knew not to mess around
with the things in her bathroom and to sit politely at the coffee table where
we ate fish fingers every Wednesday. Though she’d scold, her eyes flashing
February blue, I knew she loved us. Our pictures hung like trophies on every wall of the one-two-three-four-five rooms in her house.
We’d spend odd afternoons at La Continental, slurping at hot chocolates
whilst she smiled behind a teacup, her manicured hand reaching up occasionally to re-position the bobby pins of her French twist. She never played
with us, not like my other grandparents. Our grubbiness always seemed
to be a source of much sighing and impatient dabbing with endless wet
tissues, but she indulged greatly in our playground dramas, listening fervently between forkfuls of Victoria sponge as if it were the magazine gossip
of celebrities rather than children.
It’s her turn for the storytelling now. I listen hungrily from my perched
position at the end of her iron rung bed as she unravels tales of men’s shirts
wrapped around her like secrets. I savor these glimmers of her old self,
the schoolgirl blush and scandalous tongue. Sometimes I even dance my
fingers across the brushes in her makeup bag, a desperate attempt to elicit
her infamous withering stare that cut its way through the murky haze of
childhood memories. Foolish, really. If I shook the whole damn thing out
on the bathroom, I’m not sure she’d ever even know.
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‘I wish I’d tried more at the start’, she whispers sometimes. I call her
silly; kiss her forehead, squeeze her hand. We all wish we could change
things.
My Bionic Woman. It was her nerves more than anything, far stubborner creatures than she had ever been. It seemed that one day she sat down
and never stood up again. Space Cadet, my dad calls her now. We try to
keep her down here on Earth.

Scars*
Sophia Hamling
The healing power of a bubble bath

is unparalleled. I lie
there now, buoyed. The ceiling moves back and forth as though it I’m looking through a camera while changing the lens. I’m still drunk from yesterday.
The water will take care of that. I picture alcohol filtering from my veins
by osmosis, until the liquid in the bath is a cocktail. Then, when I step out,
not only will the bath have my shame but also my responsibility. I’ll watch
it disappear down the plug hole. I can’t see my scars through bathwater.
They kind of switch in and out of being, like the picture that shows either a
princess or a witch, depending on how you look.
It isn’t that the water is coloured. I don’t use bath bombs. I have sensitive
skin, so I don’t buy them. In the early days of our relationship, Jacob bought
me bath bombs. He bought me little things in pink packaging. Mostly it
was food. Chocolates in a tiny heart shaped box. I didn’t lower the pitch of
my voice until a month into seeing him, so it wasn’t like I could complain.
He’d hand me these things and talk to me about the importance of saving.
Jacob wasn’t posh like I was. He didn’t have the opportunities I had. There
wasn’t much about life I could teach him.
I taught him about feminism because that was my experience, but he
preferred to read it from a book and come to his own conclusion. I was
offended, but to his credit, he read the book.
* Content Note: self-harm; suicide.
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I taught him about love. The excitement, the fever of it. The way it takes
turns to crush, to suffocate, then inflate. The relentlessness of it. Then
when that settles down to a point where it becomes liveable, the commitment to it. The inability to let it go.
You can learn a lot about a person from their scars. The presence of
them, the lack of them. It’s been six months since Jacob left, but I remember his scars. They were mostly on his hands, his forearms. The result of
fun in excess of the prescribed dose. Scratches from brambles that cut too
deep for his skin to renew. The claw marks of indignant pets. Above his
left eyebrow, he had the faintest impression of a pockmark. I had chicken
pox when I was younger, too, but I didn’t have scars. Mum told me not to
scratch the spots. She couldn’t have imagined that one day I’d mark myself
intentionally, drawing cuts in my skin with a kitchen knife.
Jacob and I broke up because of my insecurities. I never felt good
enough. I thought he must want someone else. And it made me callous,
argumentative. He said he couldn’t deal with it. He was a man of reason,
and the bad outweighed the good. He said he loved me. He said he loved
me even as he walked out the flat. We said we’d stay friends. I wanted us to
go on walks, to have coffee, but Jacob declined each time, said it would be
easier.
Jacob used to kiss my scars, trace them. He said he wished he’d been
there. They striped my thighs, my wrists. There was nothing beautiful
about them. Aesthetically, they were ugly. They varied in shape and pronouncement. Some of them were hard and raised, as though a woodlouse
had dug under my skin and remained there. They arrived on my body raw
and unprecedented, joining older scars. Scars of childhood. A vertical line
on my forehead like a grain of rice, where I’d tripped on a step and smashed
my head in chase from my brother. Scratches from rabbit feet in my inner
arms. A bump on my knee from when I’d fallen over and split it. Mum had
stitched it up herself. Various burns on my arms from cooking mishaps.
My self-inflicted scars were the most startling. They stood out from the
normal marks of a life lived too recklessly. They had something to prove,
they were defiant. There was a girl with scars like mine in English class.
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Unlike me, she never tried to hide them. I was jealous. For her, the battle
was over, the scars were the flag claiming victory. Discreetly I’d check for
fresh cuts because I cared about this girl. She used to walk in a cloud of Impulse body spray, had brightly dyed hair for which she was never chastised.
Better alive with pink hair, than dead with brown. I guess that was the reasoning. Her name was Alice. She was funny and scatter-brained. She never
brought a pen to class, and I was flattered to lend her one. I wanted to be
her friend, but the people she hung out with were strange and ill-adjusted.
I didn’t know how to talk to them.
A few years after graduation, I was waiting tables in Italy, the happiest
I’d ever been. My best friend had a rich, absent father with a flat in Milan.
I’d lost my job that summer, so I spent months with her instead, gaining
weight on pasta and ice cream.
It was in Italy that I learned Alice had killed herself. I was lounging on
my bed one evening, the overhead fan stirring air like treacle. Facebook, of
all places. I scrolled through tribute after tribute until I accepted the truth.
The guilt swallowed me whole.
But while I’m in the bath, this never happened. I slip further under the
surface, so my nose sticks out like a dorsal fin. The water is redder now.

From Your Sister, with Love*
Ivet Milkova
Dear Dianne,
Lately, I have been immersing myself in memories. Mostly childhood ones,
since those are when we spent the most time together. Do you remember
how much you used to love your bed? As kids, we were so scared of the
dark that we’d hide there, assured that nothing could ‘get us’ when we were
under the covers. We would run to the kitchen for mum and wait for the
monster to leave. We’d build castles from sheets and pillows; we’d snuggle
in the warmth of blankets in the winter when the heating would go off because the boiler froze. We’d jump on the mattress until it gave out because
we never really learned what ‘Stop!’ meant. We’d tell ghost stories. (Or I
would, as you listened, terrified, thinking they were true. You were so fun
to tease.)
I know that even as an adult the comfort that your bed brought you
would linger. It sounds childish, you’d probably say, so it isn’t something
that you talk about. And yet, although the beds we used to sleep on ten
years ago are now long gone, your head hitting the pillow after yet another
day feels like a peace offering. No matter how hard that particular day was,
you still have the chance to lie down and forget about it, is what you said
once, when you came home at 4 a.m. – plastered – and decided that we
should have a heart to heart.
* Content Note: mental health.
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I remember you’d always find your room in the eye of a storm. You would
cry your eyes out in your bed and no one would hear. You’d stay there, hidden from the world until you felt ready to get up and face it. You’d read
there, calm and undisturbed, or have video chats with your friends. It’s
where you did most of your homework, not because you didn’t have a desk,
but because you always had a problem with following social cues. It’s important that you know – I never hated you for that. I knew, without you
having to explicitly state it, that getting out of bed was hard. It meant conversations with the family, chores, responsibilities, issues.
In bed, it felt like time didn’t exist. We’d watch the ceiling for hours at
a time. Or, well, you did, I usually preferred to stare out of the giant window in your room. Sometimes it’d be hours until you remembered that you
were supposed to be doing something, definitely not this. You always had
some work to do, never finished anything on time. How does it work, once
in bed the rest of the universe would simply disappear?
At one point I feel like your bed became your safe space. I can’t count the
number of slammed doors and spit out profanities at a parent or a sibling
followed by you throwing yourself on it, the mattress creaking more with
each passing year. You’d cry until I came up and we talked about it. I was
the only person who could calm you down.
I recall these memories while I sit on the couch in my living room, my
partner making dinner in the kitchen. I can hear them rattling around; the
sound calms me down. It makes me feel less alone, reminds me they won’t
disappear.
I’m happy, you know? I know we haven’t talked in a very long time, but
somehow I manage. I still think about you, almost all the time. Less these
days, there is always something to keep me busy. To be honest, I am scared
that I will start forgetting. It seemed impossible at first – how could anyone forget your laugher, your anger, the lines of your face and the way your
eyes would shine whenever I offered to sneak out together? I couldn’t even
fathom forgetting one of the brightest people I’ve ever known.
And yet, I’ve started forgetting, it takes me a while to recall the smell of
your perfume or the exact shape of your nose. I am writing this so I don’t
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forget. It doesn’t matter. Whatever I know, it wasn’t enough. My therapist
tells me not to blame myself, so do all my friends. I am working on it. I just
wish we had five more minutes to talk.
I miss you. I wish I could see you again.
From your sister, with love.

Advance to Mayfair
Kelly Rosalyn Moore
It got worse during the holidays. Before we knew it, a single game of Monopoly lasted for weeks. Ours was a vintage edition; an old
purchase even when Dad was young. Two red stripes framed the bold letters – Monopoly. I hated it at first. He forced us to play it for the first time
when I was about seven and barely understood the concept of money, nevermind property or capitalism. I just liked fiddling with the little plastic
green houses, and my brother would slap my wrist and whine that I was
cheating. You’re messing it up.
This was before I got older and figured out if I was the designated banker, I could slip a few orange notes up my skirt’s hem when Mum goes to put
the kettle on and Dad went for a piss. The red set was my favourite even if it
was stupidly overpriced, just because I always seemed to land on it myself
and hoped for the same fate for everybody else. Safe to say it didn’t happen.
Dad always managed to get Mayfair and Park Lane, and I would silently
beg the dice to grant me a number higher than three to push me to the
safehouse of Go.
If I hadn’t attained the luxury of a Get Out of Jail Free card that I clung
to for dear life, I would immediately pay my £50 to escape that grim cell.
Mum and I usually managed to avoid it, but Richard would be stuck there
for three whole turns. Dad, on the other hand, would kiss the discoloured
dice in his burly hands and roll a perfect double. Luck is on my side. He’d
speed around the board with his silver race car figure, leaving tire tracks
outside of jail and us behind in the dust. Mum saw this spark of adrenaline
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as a premonition of his future gambling habits and we’re lucky to have this
roof over our heads.
Without fail I always picked the dog, pretending I was a pedestrian
walking it along these highbrow houses, each roof in its corresponding colour. Mum was the iron and her smile would squirm as my Dad made a misogynistic joke that I didn’t understand. I guess I just have traditional values,
my love. As a kid, all I heard was the jingle of love in his words; I didn’t detect
the slur in his voice or the foam on his upper lip.
He’d flip the board if he lost and Richard would squeal, grasping at his
floating paper money that had slipped below the tabletop. Mum ‘forgot’
to tell him that he owed £3000 rent as he landed on her yellow set’s hotels, her eyes flickering towards his declining stack of navy ten pounds
and two mortgaged properties (previously the luxurious midnight blue).
No one said anything as we exchanged darting glances, ready to submit to
his speedy financial recovery after another speedy beer, gulped down without a
breath of shrouded air.
Richard drew the dreaded chance card of Advance to Mayfair. Without a
doubt, this is the worst one out of the lot – everybody thought so, except
Dad. He’d slam his fist on the table and tell you to cough up, cunt. This time,
he looked down to the bottom of his pint and allowed the last golden drop
to trickle down his stubble.
When the clock chimed 7 p.m., he’d grab the car keys and bellow through
to the dining room, this isn’t over, before swerving through the suburbs.
The slam of the door suggested otherwise since he wouldn’t stumble back
through it until the early hours of the morning. The game was stranded
mid-play, dining chairs left vacant, a cluster of empty pints littering the
board as if they were the ultimate hotels.
On a rare occasion, if I somehow managed to scrape up enough money by avoiding hotels and drawing a lucky chance, I would win. I’d win by
the skin of my teeth, and I was the only other player who could skip to the
finish line without being screamed at. I knew I raised my little girl right, he’d
murmur through a cloud of smoke, his grey eyes drooping.
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There’s no chance he would’ve won if we had stopped it there. He was
down by a mile. Mum was hiding paper notes underneath the hem of the
skirt to lessen the blow. Like mother, like daughter. Richard wearily added
more hotels to his shitty brown set, like he’d purposely set out to achieve
the worst one.
Maybe he had.
Unfortunately, my Dad’s Get Out of Jail Free cards were all spent up. He
couldn’t flash his golden tooth smile anymore, or his trusty pink card. He
couldn’t kiss his hands and roll a perfect double and show the officer how
lucky he is.
He did not pass Go; he did not collect £200.
* * *
Mum tried to donate it to charity, brushing off the blanket of dust, even
with a few pieces missing. It was rejected and I wasn’t surprised. Was it
the stench of alcohol, the cigarette burns lingering in the edges, or the substantial lack of little green houses?
I lined them up on my windowsill, one by one, and hoped the minuscule
families residing inside would simply play chess together instead.

The Creation Story
Poppy Oliver
It first started when he was six. We thought it was hilarious,
then charming. He brought shiny things to our bedroom in the night; ransacked the jewellery box, scattered the floor with earrings and bracelets,
slipping out silently and leaving us to find it in the morning. One night,
my wife shook me awake and we quietly watched while he meticulously
arranged the jewellery in patterns and shapes.
Everything’s ok, we would say, and would send him back to his room.
He went, but still returned every night. We moved the box of jewellery to
somewhere he couldn’t find. We woke to our entire knife collection splayed
out in front of the bed instead. They’re shiny stuff too, just like the jewellery, he had said. We got locks on all the cupboards and started locking the
bedroom door.
The doctor told us that it was perhaps a cry for attention. Maybe we had
spent too much time with our eldest instead of him. We reassured him
constantly, doting as much as possible, even letting him sleep with us
whenever he wanted. It was when he turned seven that things began to
really change.
Every night there had to be four fish fingers on the plate. Always four no more, no less...or there would be trouble. And the fish fingers should
always be separated, with two on one side and two on the other, the ketchup in the centre and never touching the other food... or there would be
trouble. To the left of the plate, there had to be chocolate milk; in a glass
with a bendy straw, all to be served at four p.m. Or there would be trouble.
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I was beginning to dislike him. I might have thought hate. Why did he
have to go around determined to invent bizarre trouble? He said he had
been struck by lightning four times. Am I supposed to tell him that he
hadn’t actually been struck by lightning four times? He said he had supernovas behind his eyes all the time, that’s why he always covers his eyes – he
wants to stop them from spilling out into the room.
I didn’t know what we had done wrong.
He decided when he was eight that he didn’t like that he was growing,
his solution being to reverse the direction of life. He started walking backwards and undoing the things he’d done previously, leading himself to
bed in the middle of the day and rewatching programmes as if it was the
first time he had stumbled across them. He would spend agonising time
attempting sentences backwards, creating something of his own warped
language. As he wished we changed the seasons, dressing according to the
summer and sticking plastic leaves onto the trees in the garden.
Night was day so we had our meals then. I wasn’t prepared to recite
words backwards for him, but I couldn’t help going along with him sometimes. For a while I would reverse history, teaching him about war, the
marble bombs exploding, with paper aeroplanes and the arms of tiny stick
men.
On the bad days, the too loud and overwhelming kind of days, he would
cocoon himself under blankets in the bathtub. On the bad days he was always a freezing, shivering mess. He would like the dark but not too much
dark, not complete dark, he needed to know that there’s still more to life
than a blanket fort.
‘Do you want to read the book with me?’ Frantic nodding.
The book was nothing impressive really. It should be written in gold ink
and bound in expensive leather given how important it became to him, but
it was really just an old notebook that we figured would be as good a place
as any to stick photos and write notes. When I picked up the notebook, I
would be the one who wanted something real to hold onto – because he
didn’t want to be touched, not since he turned nine, could barely stand having us in the same room as him. He began to write in it as well, much to
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our surprise. His own stories seemed to enthral him, fingers tracing the
words adoringly as if he wished he existed in these twisted tales. They were
the only words he had ever read fully without trying to rewrite them backwards.
‘In the beginning, there was Dad’, he would say through chattering
teeth, opening the book to the first page and moving his fingers over the
first photo. ‘On the first day, Dad created the world.’
I would tell him he was giving me too much credit, smiling lightly. The
book always brought on variations of this story from him as he worked his
way back to the beginning.
‘On the first day, Dad created the world’, he would say, insistently. I
would tell him I didn’t really.
‘In the beginning, there was Dad’, he would say again, a little more desperate.
I should have taken him back to the psychologist or the doctor earlier, I
know that. Especially when these moments would happen, I should have
done it right there and then. I guess I just didn’t want to lose my son, didn’t
want to admit the reality. And he was not emotional. He wasn’t unhappy.
As long as you went along with his solutions and stuck to his timings, everything was OK. It was easy to forget. It wasn’t like he did these things all
the time, he did well at school and didn’t complain too much.
The weeks after he turned ten I cut his hair in the dark while he feigned
sleep. I clipped his nails every five days. He might’ve thought he never grew
and we both continued to live in a constant state of denial.
‘On the second day, Dad created water and oceans.’
I would tell him that this makes no sense chronologically with the rest
of his story, but I was used to him jumping from thought to thought. Occasionally we would be held up for hours trying to get him out the house. We
would plead with him relentlessly.
‘Dad, he would say, I can’t go past the doorway because I might not be
the same person on the other side.’
We would glance behind him at the door to the hallway, looking as unimposing as ever.
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‘There’s a syndrome, Dad, and it makes people forget.’
There hadn’t been a problem earlier, even though we went through the
exact same doorway. Why now? Why anything with him?
‘But Dad, you don’t understand, what about the me on this side? What if
he forgets?’
When he was eleven he claimed he could talk to the stars. I almost started to believe him. He told me that the sky was a graveyard of stars, and it
hurt, he said, hearing their stories and seeing what they had seen.
‘On the third day, Dad created light and dark, the stars and the moon.’
‘No, that was there before I was.’
But he would shake his head, ‘In the beginning there was Dad’, he said.
Sometimes I would play along with it, just to see how his face would
light up when I took an interest and ask what they were saying that particular night. Sometimes they were silent. Sometimes they were violent and
made him cry. My wife’s silhouette would watch us disapprovingly from
the window.
He sometimes asked me why I wasn’t going backwards too. He tried
to correct me, saying I was copying him and getting smaller and that was
wrong, I should be as tall as I used to be. He said it was the way I walked,
or maybe it was the greying hair, the wrinkles forming around my mouth.
That was wrong, he said. According to him, I walked too slowly and was an
incompetent reverse-expresser.
‘On the fifth day, Dad created all the planets.’
Sometimes he would ask me if he thought it was working. Our plan,
remember? To turn back time. I never had the heart to answer. I think he
woke up each morning and wondered, just for a moment, if our plan had
worked. But then the newspaper with the date would catch his eye and he
would put his head down and walk away, the notebook firmly under his
arm.
He was twelve when I learned that his grandfather had passed, but he
had seemed to know already. I found him under the blankets in the bathtub. It was dark but not too dark, with just enough light coming in through
the window. He looked almost stoic, a blank expression on his face, pale
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skin with shocking blue eyes. His hair suddenly seemed longer, and he was
taller than I realised. He looked older than when I last saw him, a parody of
his old self.
He told me quietly that the plan wasn’t working, time wasn’t going backwards, people are dying.
‘I know’, I told him.
He whispered that he wanted the book.
‘In the beginning, there was Dad.’
‘You sound like a broken record’, I laughed.
In the end, there was Dad.

An Archaeological Dig
Chris On
2. The Body is that of lines
3. The forehead has 0.5 cm scar
8. In the vertebrae of the neck
1. The testes are descended
11. And feeling
12. the extension of my arms
5. Like a jackal among ruins
			
14. this bread baked over dung
10. Brushes my papercut-frame
			
		
		
		

15. The poems are poems of hate
4. A frame off which I hang
9. A slow and deliberate fall
16. I am paragliding
6. These lamb’s brains poems I will eat
13. As I am fed a scroll1
7. And swallow it with wine
9. (8 oz a day)

I picture my body in the whale’s small intestine
Or my poems.
It terrifies me

_____________
1

Ezekiel 3 (Good News Translation)
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The Dress Rehearsal
Lily Page
1.
Moscow streets heavy lined,
grey snow, gutter water,
faces like black holes, like sink holes,
hunger, generations gnawed.
Winding sheets of tobacco smoke
around gaping faces, aged too soon,
mouths puckered with kvass
and swallowed opinions.
Warm unspooling of Roma guitar
writhing overhead, incense hum of
a voice over a balalaika – ululating
at some promise, at some warning.

2.
Borscht and black bread for
sallow slips of children, wefting
like pale eels in and out of babushkas’
stumped, grasping fingers.
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While thine unoriginate father –
weaselly Caesar, He who dwells in
ignorance and carriage clock rooms,
the luminescent well of Tchaikovsky.
Shimmering with the kind of
beauty that gilds, that
veils. Silver-shot.
Silver bullet. Let the
bloody polka commence –
a warmth of bodies beside you,
comforting, skin on other
skin, of here, with you, there
is nothing they can do to
hurt us now – you are wrong.

3.
A man raises his hands, in
an invocation, or a prayer,
or a plea– the glottal answer
of a truncheon
to the teeth.
Sputter of question marks,
blooming red on snow,
ghostly rasp – a pack of guns
being cocked.

LILY PAGE

A woman is holding
a doll or
a child – limply, staring,
down the empty eye of a rifle,
I dare you to run.
The bodies underfoot
do not exist.
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Après la pluie le beau temps
Eleanor Richardson
Young girls should know a little french. Just enough to

hint at good breeding and a proper education: Je suis, au revoir, je m’appelle.
You may be required to converse with somebody’s wife or scold a chalet
cleaner. You will trade in heavily accented vowels, repeated twice for effect,
before passing them on to your own daughters.
‘I’ll take you on.’ You look up. Ryan Armand’s shadow reaches you before
he does. He stands close. ‘I’ve reserved the court by the lake.’ Ryan’s eyes are
blue. ‘You better not play like a girl.’ His girlfriend is in the club café, eating
grass-fed beef with her father. She is thinner and blonder than you.
You roll your racket between your thumb and forefinger, the crisscross shadows distorting before twisting into shape. Ryan’s mother hosts
bi-weekly tea parties to which your mother is never invited. A cloud slides
over the sun.
‘I like your skirt.’ You are walking down hill, towards the lake. It gleams
like a pane of stained glass. He keeps looking at you. Your scalp aches.
There is a crack of thunder and the rain begins.
Ryan holds his racket over his head. He looks at you, looks upwards,
looks at you again. He turns and runs towards the club house. You should
follow, with your see-through shirt and rain-slicked ponytail. Inside, there
will be hot chocolate in china mugs, chased by a little whiskey, followed by
soft towels and cards.
You begin to run. Your plimsols slip and slide on the sodden grass. They
were made for fair-weather playing. You do not know if Ryan will look
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back. If he will notice you have gone the wrong way.
A caddy remains in the sprawling green of the golf course. The clubs cannot be left unprotected. He is from the Caribbean; you wonder if it rained
like this at home. You have not talked to him but you know the soft curls of
his voice. He has a name badge on his lapel that you have never read. He
lights a cigarette. The shuddering ember glows orange and still it rains.
Here, the trees have a thick canopy. You don’t know what type they are.
The rain grows as it trickles down the spines of the leaves. It splashes down
on your upturned face. Your makeup runs, collecting under your eyes, and
you wipe at it with your fingertips. Now they are smudged pink and cream
and black.
There can be no going back to the club house.

Symphony
Tallulah Roberts
Terrace houses chorused by sea waves.
Gentle footsteps plonk out notes on odd keys.
The arpeggio of innocent childhood laughter.
My home song.
A minor key.
Tower blocks underscored by traffic.
The hum of engines and the accompaniment of bustling footfall.
The brassy solo of the road-raged lorry man.
Brakes, yearning for oil, whistle like flutes, a freewheeling melody.
The vibrato of the city.
My new tempo.
A major key.
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uncovering
Leah Rothwell
the kind lady
with brown locks
curled into a crown
smiles at the little
princess, in a white dress

opening the door for
the girl
her torn mother
coursing towards their king
chained to a blue chair

his wrinkles lace
like crimson veins
and desperation shows
crying for his baby
gagged up with half-truths

candies on the table
coffee lids sealed
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her mother
cannot sweeten it
for her child

she paints him a picture
‘look, it’s me and you’
he promises to frame
and hang in
his room

families wave goodbye
to the other men, chained
to blue chairs
suffocated sobs
but why do they cry?

								
hold her
							
tight
							
one last time
					
and kiss goodbye
		
before she uncovers this truth.

Soft Play in My Cranium
Ani Sandwith
The thoughts usually arrive around 11 p.m. They line up
in front of my head in a neat queue. They’re quite polite, I suppose – at least,
until they’re through the door. Once they’re in, they charge about maniacally. What’s that phrase Mum used to say? Like a bull in a china shop. Yeah,
that’s the one. I scuttle around behind them with a dustpan and brush,
trying to restore some sort of order amongst the chaos. Each thought unfolds like a concertina and rivers of little baby thoughts tumble out. Their
eager faces scope out the terrain, wondering how far they can run before
they get swept into the dustpan. Sometimes it overflows, and the little
thoughts dive back out again to cause more havoc. I can practically hear
them screeching with glee as they’re let loose; clearly, the innards of my
mind are an exciting place to be.
I imagine it’s like soft play up there. Really fun, super sweaty, and painfully loud with the sound of the bigger ones screaming ‘TAG! YOU’RE IT!!!’.
We used to love soft play, didn’t we? I bet there’s great big lumps of worry to
scramble around. I picture the thoughts clambering up them and hurtling
back down again, the soft play slick with sweat from millions of euphoric thoughts charging about – it’s probably a good laugh. There’s definitely
plenty of high bits up there because that’s where my most crippling worries
are. There are heaps of them, and the thoughts are always playing there. I
bet they love those big drops – I reckon they call them the Cranium Kamikazes. They go straight up there every night to the highest bits and pick at
my worries like scabs. I can tell when they’re hyper because they scratch
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away all night, and little bits of worry flutter down into my visual cortex. I
lie there with everything from starving polar bears and smear tests to next
week’s meal prep flashing through my mind like the world’s shittest film
– and that’s on a good day. Needless to say, if life’s throwing me a few curveballs then the film turns into a horror. When Mum was taken into hospital that time, I watched her die at least fifty times. Literally, right there in
front of me at 4 a.m., all limp and trying to tell me that she loved us as the
breath left her body.
To be honest though, I don’t blame the thoughts for going up to the high
bits so often. The views must be amazing. I bet they can see all my other
worries around them, like a cranial Himalayas. Some of my oldest worries are the biggest ones. The Everests of my mind get plenty of visitors; I
should know, I’ve been up and down them a million times.
The thoughts love playing during the week. Particularly if they see me
setting an alarm for 6:30 a.m. the next day – they’re straight in. I presume
they’ve got a Whatsapp group or something. Or maybe they use Facebook?
Anyway, they’re obviously communicating regularly, because they queue
up like I’m giving away free money on a Monday night if I’ve got an early
Tuesday morning. They bounce around on my worries for hours on those
nights – my mind’s like a broken trampoline the next day. Sometimes,
I imagine the dustpan in my head, full of all these thoughts. It seems a
shame to sweep them away, really. Who am I to decide whether they can
have fun or not? I’d hate to be that boring person who comes and spoils the
party just because they’re tired. Dull, that, isn’t it? Fun-sponge, we used to
say. I can’t remember the thoughts being around much then, but it’s different for kids. Anyway – I’d best be off. There’s a queue a mile long up here.

Fruit
Tommy Scott
I passed around the corner of the changing room, coming face
to face with a huge, sweaty mass: Connor was his name. A broad boy, his
thick hair falling in a lank mess over his chiselled face. From his massive
shoulders hung a grey gym shirt stained almost black with sweat.
Blinking once, I looked away from his face, his eyes. Elsewhere, anywhere, to avoid leering. Not that I was. At least, I wasn’t trying to. In my
state, I couldn’t meet his gaze. Brought on by him, his presence.
His face as berry red as my own, he smiled. ‘Alright, Taylor?’
‘Uh, yeah. Sound mate.’ My heart was beating so loud I was certain he
could hear it. ‘You?’
‘Yeah, I’m good. Knackered after this session like.’ He stretched out
arms thick as my skull. I couldn’t help but stare.
Forcing my eyes back to his face, then away from his lips, I cleared my
throat.
‘You sure you’re alright?’ Connor asked. ‘You look a bit flushed.’
‘It’s just warm in here,’ I said, tugging my collar with a jaunty smile. Inwardly, I cursed myself and my body.
‘Almost look like you’re blushing.’ He punched my arm playfully, grinning. When I didn’t reply, his brow furrowed. ‘You’re not a fruit, are you?’
For how hot my skin felt, it was astounding how suddenly my blood ran
cold. ‘Course I’m not.’ I barked out a laugh, forced. I rested my arm against
the wall, casually, if only to stop it trembling. ‘You know I’m not, I had it off
with that girl that time.’
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A funny way of saying ‘panicked drunk kiss’. Not even drunk, really. Sober enough to be painfully aware of a complete lack of any sort of spark.
Nothing like the lightning that passed through me whenever Connor
caught my eye.
‘Right,’ Connor nodded. ‘Not that there’s anything wrong with it, just,’
‘No, yeah, I know.’ I said, nodding also.
No, I didn’t fucking know. Of course, I didn’t. He’d not actually said anything. Although, that was the significant thing. He said nothing. Tone, the
way he’d tensed up, told me all I needed to know: ‘Nothing wrong with it,
unless one looks at me in that way, in which case I’d kick his head in.’
If I looked at him the way he looked at girls.
‘Well, anyway,’ I said, raising my own kit bag. Connor nodded, stepping
aside. My gaze lingering a moment too long on his perfect face. Framed
like a painting with loose hair. Effortlessly handsome. Effortlessly hateful.
I locked the door of the stall behind me. It was barely broad enough for
me to breathe. I checked it was locked again. My hands, trembling, fumbled with my bag, spilling the contents across the floor. I cursed, scooping
them up. I struggled to undress, to dress again, to pack my things away.
Unable to ignore the pounding of my pulse in my ears, I halted. Raised
my hands, lowered them, raised them again, in time with my breathing.
Take it slow, take it steady.
Breathe.
Connor didn’t think anything of it. It was a harmless joke. A joke between
the lads, that’s all. I was overreacting. Suitably composed, I re-emerged in
my kit, already feeling as if I’d done a workout. Quite the joke, when I
wasn’t laughing.
* * *
I didn’t encounter my least favourite heartthrob until later in the day. Already shaken, I found myself roused by a pair of voices right in front of my
face.
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Josh and Connor raised hands to halt me, moments from colliding right
into them.
‘Christ, Taylor, watch where you’re going,’ Josh said. ‘You alright, mate?
You look out of it.’
‘He’s a gym animal, this kid.’ Connor slapped my arm with a laugh.
I flinched at the touch, my mind too hazy to really contemplate what
was being said. If I were paranoid, I’d likely have been second-guessing.
I’d long grown accustomed to that specific brand of mockery, the cruellest kind. The kind where you’re not yet sure what you’re being mocked for,
leaving you lost, attempting to navigate the conversational minefield without saying something risible.
I had no such energy for tact today and grunted indistinctly. Connor
nudged Josh. ‘Should have seen him with me in the changing rooms, red as
a berry. Thought he was about to rip me clothes off,’ he laughed.
Josh smirked, and I looked at him with wide eyes. ‘I was mafting, that’s
why,’ I said quickly. ‘Even if I were a fruit, I wouldn’t go for an ugly mug like
you.’
Josh burst out laughing. ‘He’s had you there, like,’ he said to Connor, who
puffed up a little, but laughed it off.
‘Bugger off, cheeky sod.’ He shifted the weight of his bag on his shoulders. ‘You seem a bit brighter.’
‘You have that effect,’ I smirked.
‘Close to the mark, that,’ he said, wagging a finger.
Josh punched him, not hard, but enough to properly get his attention.
‘Pack it in, now,’ he said. ‘There’s nothing wrong with it, and the way you’re
carrying on is getting on my nerves.’
Connor stepped back a little, the composed grin on his face falling aside
like a mask. It returned moments later, but without the twinkle in his eye.
‘Yeah, alright,’ he said. Turning to me, he added, ‘No harm done, yeah?’
‘Don’t worry about it.’ I waved him down. Checking my watch, I pointed
down the hall. ‘I’ll have to go, anyway. I’ve got double Bio in five.’
‘No worries,’ Josh said. ‘See you around, mate. And I best not find the
pair of you behind the bike sheds.’
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I flipped him off jokingly, strolling to Biology with my bag feeling significantly lighter. The spring in my step carried me to my lesson and home
after that, not fading for even a second.

Teatime (or Damien and His Future Wife)
Audrey Seligmann
‘Damien, the De la Croix are coming for tea this afternoon,
so go get changed. Harriette will come and help you out.’ My mother tells
me. As if I am still four years old, but I am seven now. I am old enough to
change alone. And I don’t want this new nanny to see my willy.
‘Yes, Mother.’ I can’t really argue with Mother, but I can still be not happy
about it.
‘Don’t pout Damien, or you will have wrinkles when you are still young!’
She tries to smooth my face, but I jerk away from her touch. I don’t care, I’ll
pout if I want to. But wait, if the De la Croix are coming then –
‘Is Lele coming too?’
‘Yes, Alexandra is coming with her parents.’ I stop pouting and start
running to my room.
I have to get ready quickly. If Lele is coming I have to look handsome.
There are already clothes on my bed, so I change from my dirty clothes, and
I am putting on my pants when Harriette comes in. I had started jumping
to get one leg up and I fell on the floor, next to my dirty clothes.
‘What are you doing! You should knock before coming in. Don’t look at
me.’ I scream at her, still lying on the ground my hand holding my pants.
‘I am sorry Damien, you are right. But now that I am here, do you want
me to help you out?’ I finally have my pants on.
‘No, I’m old enough to do it myself.’ Why would the button not go in the
hole? It’s not working. Oh no. I’m falling again, I forget about the dirty
clothes and slip on them.
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‘Let me help you out with that.’
‘Fine.’ She makes it work in one try and that’s not fair.
She helps with the shirt too, and I don’t say anything because it’s humiliating. But I do want to be perfect for Lele. She is so beautiful and smart.
She is the best at everything in school. Except for drawing, and it drives her
mad that I’m better at it than her. She looks like an angel. But I don’t think
she likes me very much, she makes fun of me a lot, and always uses words
I don’t understand. And she pushed me once. But I didn’t say anything to
Mother because she would get grounded if I did. She says she doesn’t like
boys, but she is lying, I know because before I said I didn’t like girls, but
then I saw her. She will be my wife when we grow up, I know it. She will be
Mrs Damien Maxfield.
‘All done.’ Harriette smiles at me, she sees I am smiling too, but it’s not
because of her, it’s because Lele is coming.
I stop smiling, because a man should not show his emotions, that’s what
Father says. I look at myself in the mirror, and I see my hair is not in its
place. I run to my bathroom and take the comb Mother gave me for Christmas. After I’m happy with my head I put my shoes on. Again, the nanny
helps me with the laces.
‘There you go.’ She is so annoying, thinking she is better than me when
she works for me. I ignore her and run to the living room to see if there
are here already, but of course it’s too early, and only my mother is there to
greet me.
‘You look dashing Damien!’
‘Thank you, Mother.’
‘Now, now, they will be here in 15 minutes. You can bring some of your
toys to the living room to play with Alexandra if you want.’
‘Where is Father?’
‘He will be here later, he is working.’
I go back to my room and try to choose something from my toys. This
one’s broken, this one is for babies, this one is too simple. I have nothing
good enough! Wait! I remember I got a book for Christmas. Where is it?
I finally find it at the bottom of one of my toy boxes. It’s the Big Book of
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the World. I’m sure she will like it. I turn to go to the living room and see the
mountain of mess I made. Well, oops. Better call Harriette to clean up.
‘Harriette!’ I can hear her running to my room.
‘Yes dear?’
‘You need to clean this up, it’s a mess.’ I imitate my father.
I get Harriette to clean my room and I go sit in the living room. I pretend
to read when I hear the De la Croix coming in.
‘Damien, how nice it is to see you again.’ Madame De la Croix comes to
kiss me. Lele’s mother is so nice and she loves me, so I know she will love
it when me and Lele get married. I get up and leave the book to say hello
before my mother can comment.
‘Hello Madame De la Croix, Good afternoon Monsieur De la Croix.’ I
shake hands with Lele’s father. He is like my father, but French. He doesn’t
talk a lot.
‘Good afternoon Damien.’ He answers. Lele is behind her mother and
hasn’t said anything yet, so I go to her.
‘Hello Lele.’ She has a book in her hands, of course.
‘Hi Damien.’ She says before going to sit on the couch. ‘Papa, can I read
now?’
‘No, young lady, you can read later. Now, you two kids play together.’
I go sit next to her and show her my Big Book of the World. It has images
and words, and it’s so big, one part is on my leg and the other on Lele’s.
‘Look, I think you will like it.’
‘Since when do you like books?’ She asks, but I just shrug her comment
away.
I show her the page on France. I know she wants to go back there.
‘Woah.’ She starts reading it and I look at her, and I know I am making
progress. Soon she will be my girlfriend, and then my wife, and then we
will have children. And be happy together forever.

extract from ‘Snap’
Elena Semerdzhieva
Years ago, i liked to go out in the dark, when the city was
sleeping, and take a long, monotonous walk every now and then. I usually
had a pack of cigarettes and by the time I was home, it would be empty. I
wasn’t a smoker. You can be anything as long as no one sees you. The purposes of my unknown adventures were to photograph places that nobody
has seen, at least not in that way, at that time. In most cases, they were
abandoned old buildings, with graffiti all over them and a sense of nonexistence. The smell of peeling paint and often urine was the only thing
that seemed to keep them standing. That smell, that precise smell I bet is
the exact scent of a person who is no longer remembered. It was in many
ways beautiful, majestic even. Those constructions could have been whatever they wanted to be, and I am sure that once they get destroyed and
revived in some modern, seventy-two storey buildings, they will be pretty
happy about themselves. Unfortunately, I was there and I captured them. I
captured how ugly and disgusting they were. Imprisoned and transformed
them into a collection of freaks, so that at least one person remembers
what they were. I would not let them be whatever they wanted; I would not
forget.
Eventually, my obsession led me to Moscow where I enrolled in a photography course. For a few cold and gloomy years I observed and listened to
my peers with a certain arrogance. I was young and my head baked thousands of fresh ideas every day. My passion for success violently increased
more and more with every second, and I greedily laughed when I present75
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ed my collection of broken buildings to the committee. I knew it was brilliant and I knew that I would walk out of the hall with a perfect degree and
wave of applause. That, of course, never happened. The committee rejected
my work and called it ‘flat, tasteless and uncreative’. My degree turned into
toilet paper. They let me pass, just because they didn’t want to deal with me
for another year. I was not concerned. My ideas were simply too futuristic
for that bunch of old skanks. Unfortunately, my concerns eventually grew,
when for weeks I tried to find a decent job. I started to get suspicions that
in actuality nobody wanted a failed photography student, which was odd
to me at the time. After all, our politicians were nothing more than failed
law students. Then I agree with myself that maybe I should lower my expectations once again and find some job, any job. That’s how I met Viktor.
He was tall, dark-haired wag with a broken sense of humour and even
more broken moral system. He had a girlfriend whom he claimed he had
met when they were just ten years old. Since then, every third week of the
month they would have a big scandal and break up. Victor then proceeded
to go out and get drunk and within a week he would decide that he could
no longer be alone. He would go through the flower shop at the end of my
street, buy three chrysanthemums, then stay in front of her door and sing
‘Золотая лестница’ until she would finally open the door.
He never talked about himself or his family, except for that one time
when he drunkenly came to my apartment in the middle of the night. He
did not explain what had happened and just stood in my kitchen, while I
cooked him some eggs.
‘Sometimes I want to stop, ya know?’ He mumbled. ‘Just stop for a moment. Or a year or two. Three maybe.’
Then he fainted on the ground, taking a vase and two glasses with him.
That same day he gave me an address and told me that if I want to take pictures of some rusty old piles of garbage, then he knows a guy. I was quite
intrigued by the fact that someone is searching for a photographer, but
still, I knew Viktor and his ‘guys’. I wouldn’t trust his judgment even for
a second. One time he told me that he needed a backpack because he had
met a group of professional mountain climbers and wanted to take a trip
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with them. Two weeks later he showed at my door wearing only underwear a long coat and my bag. When I asked him, he told me that they took
some mushrooms and when he woke up, they were gone. Two days later I
was about to wash the bag when I noticed that it was heavier than usual. I
opened it, only to find two packs of raw cocaine in it.
Although Victor was a fool in many ways, I couldn’t stop thinking about
that job. My curiosity reached the extent that for two days I dreamed that I
was lost in a labyrinth of rubbish and trying to escape from a gigantic camera. A week later I woke up with a strange feeling. I was no longer interested in eating, drinking water or letting my digestive system do its work.
Nothing excited me anymore, not music or theatre, even Viktor’s stupid
talk seemed different, dull even. The landlady came and asked me if I was
sick. I replied with a simple, ‘Yes’.
When I arrived at the address that Viktor gave me, my eyebrows raised
and my jaw dropped. In front of me was a massive structure of what appeared to be an abandoned factory. The shadow it cast over me reached
almost both ends of the street. The windows were broken, covered with
newspapers. The air reeked of mould and the walls were covered with ivy.
A rusty, timeworn sign read ‘УЛИЦА ЧЕЧНЯ’. It felt heavy and powerful. I
cracked a smile and reached for my Polaroid. As I was grabbing it, the door
opened, and an elegant gentleman appeared on the other side.
‘Good morning, you must be the famous photographer. Viktor told me
all about you.’
‘Viktor doesn’t know me very well, sir. Don’t take his words for a grain of
salt.’
The strange man laughed, then turned around. I didn’t move. My eyes
were still focused on that beauty in front of me. Such a damaged glory.
‘Shall we?’
As we entered the building, my eyes met the most bizarre sight. The corridor we walked was all made of marble. There was a massive red carpet
under my feet. The ceiling was scattered with precision-made ornaments
and in the middle of it was a huge chandelier made of what appeared to
be diamonds or precious stones. At the end of the corridor was a huge
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staircase that led to the upper floors. The railing was gold with engraved
roses on it. My confusion grew with every single step that I took. What
was this place? Why was it so grotesque on the outside? I got goosebumps
on my hands. My palms started to sweat. I looked at the man beside me.
He smiled and put his hand on my shoulder. His hands were big and felt
weighty on me. I remember thinking that this man could easily knock me
down if he wanted to.
‘Isn’t it spectacular? It was built in 1892. A shoelace factory.’
‘Why factory?’ I asked.
‘You see, factories produce most of the gross product on the planet.
There is no business without them. Thousands of people worked here, so
your grandfather can have a single pair of shoelaces. Thousands of people
touched and focused on that single stich on your shirt. And they cared for
it. They cared for you and your wellbeing.’
‘I am not sure they cared specifically for m...’
‘I wanted to have something that had a history and life. I wanted a place,
where I can feel people coming and going. I place entirely created for the
purpose of serving the humanity.’
‘With all due respect sir, I think every building was made with that purpose.’
‘Not every building has a soul like this one, my friend.’

Ten Portraits
Thomas Shields
1.
		
2.
		
3.
		
4.
5.
		
6.
		
7.
		
8.
		
9.
		
10.
		

My arm around your shoulder –
Reaching up, still
Sat, pointing your finger –
All you ever did with
Your hawkish stare at a footballtelevision –
Aged with glasses, you’re myopic as an old cat
And you, looking out upon the street from our flat
Above grey passing by, then
Giving me a drink, out of focus
We tend to be
On beaches and rocks, both strained and sunburnt
Always end-of-the-holiday-tired
A best friend standing on a hilltop: fog and mist behind you,
Moving back home soon – normalcy, again you’ll be
Skating toward me,
Cold up-north, warm smile and
Then blurred, cool, playing bass guitar – just enough
Older than the rest of
A portrait of me, flash too bright in my face,
Washed out/Can’t see
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The Blanket
Alice Silkstone
It wasn’t big enough for two in reality, but we made it work.
I, as usual, sprawled across the majority of its width, with my stubby legs
entangled in the soft folds, and you sat neatly in the corner, letting me take
up more than my fair share of space. It was soft, obviously, as all blankets
are, but the place in which we chose to sit was not, and so the fluffy fabric
on which we perched did little if anything to cushion that which it covered, not that we minded. You’d said the blanket was your favourite, and
that you used it all the time, at football games, on walks with your family,
to cover your bed – forgetting presumably that I had visited your house
and had never seen it before. Unbothered by the lie, I realised awhile later
that it was probably from your new life, the one you were merely visiting
me from, and that the blatant deception was most likely to spare me the
jealousy and pain you assumed I would feel – yet in the moment I was too
content to even ponder the necessity of an untruth.
Part of me wishes it was bigger, large enough to wrap around us both
when the breeze one often finds near lakes and large bodies of water stung
our faces, and my habit of spreading as much of myself so large over such
little space became increasingly selfish. Even sitting on the ground and
using a blanket as blankets were intended would have most likely been a
brighter idea, (were you not meant to be studying a degree?) and could
maybe have prevented the cold I developed the week after. At the time
though, it was irrelevant. In the grand scheme of life, when you take a depressing and pessimist view on events, as we so often find ourselves doing,
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what does feeling a bit cold matter, if it means that when the freeze is occurring, you are immeasurably happy?
On the subject of wishes and pointless hopes – taking the blanket, a
source of happiness and nostalgia back with you, in my opinion (one which
I know you are so rarely bothered by) was cruel. In the movies, songs, stories and, indeed, in everyday life, it is not the norm to take the things that
matter the most. The main characters always leave them behind for the
other person to hold, and to have, to remind. Feelings never were your
strong point, or at least not the ones that weren’t your own. Even the notion
of doing something like that would have been highly amusing to you. To
do something small in order to benefit someone else, or even just to make
them smile? To you, preposterous.
So, upon leaving – and might I add without a goodbye - you packed the
blanket, in which were wrapped so many of my precious emotions, and favourite memories, and zipped the case. It’s probably still in there, or maybe
it has been thrown on the floor, and another person of your choosing sits
upon it, (though admittedly probably more respectfully than I would be),
and you are, as usual, unknowing of how strongly they will become attached
to the blanket, and the way it reminds them of you. Selfish though I may
sound, wishing to keep the property of another, the value it holds to me is
so much more poignant, far more meaningful than it ever will be to you,
but in life, in your fancy new life – I fear the same can be said for many an
object. It can be broached without dispute, the fact that a blanket undoubtably should not be an object about which I spend precious time thinking,
or moreover creating imaginary scenarios in which both the blanket and
you remain here, and not in some far-off place in which blankets and girls
from small villages are not important. However, ridiculous as it seems, increasing numbers of my days and nights seem to have become dedicated to
such tasks.
So, in order to prevent the impending insanity that I am so evidently
traipsing toward, I must force myself to distinguish between a mundane
object and my feelings – the majority of which are insistent upon masquerading as a blanket infatuation. It almost feels, however, that the more
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I push towards the concept of the blanket not being all that important, it
smothers me more and more, to the point of total submersion and utter
suffocation. It seems almost shameful, yet I long for nothing more than to
be able to physically destroy your blanket, partly for the exact reason that it
is yours, but moreover to annihilate any and all trace of its presence in my
life. In some alternate universe in which that could be possible, however, I
am unsure if destroying the blanket would be my stopping point, and there
leaves room for the possibility that the only way for me to truly feel normal
again would be if you were to disappear alongside it, too.

Adventures on the
Trans-Siberian Railway
Olga Katrine Sjodal
Judith opened her eyes

against the morning sun. The sky was
light cotton candy pink and baby blue. In the distance she could see mountains that rose like mighty thrones and just above it a lollipop moon. She
was reminded of the train car’s company of strangers by the echoing snores
of rows upon rows of people. For a second she had forgotten.
Descending the train and lining up to board the trolley, Judith felt she
was floating. The crisp winter air made the windows of the buildings so
cold and icy they could not be seen through. The city opened up as she
got closer and closer. Tall, grey apartment buildings appeared in the untouched winter landscape. The wide streets were empty of all that moves in
the early morning sun.
Judith found herself strolling never-ending streets with banks, restaurants and clothes stores. At the end of a quiet high-street she stumbled
across a busy bus stop packed with commuters. The people there looked
unfamiliar in their tall hats and long fur coats. Next to the stop there was
a tiny kiosk and the very heat from inside pulled her towards it. Judith entered and looked around in bewilderment. At the till stood a serious-faced
babushka in a colourful apron.
Judith said ‘Доброе утро’, good morning. The babushka smiled back at
her. After a thorough inspection Judith bought tea and pirog with cabbage.
Continuing on her coincidental stroll around the city, she felt serenity and
peace. Her hair was frozen in spikes and her nose red as fire. The city was
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like a freezer, but despite this, people and life had come out in abundance.
The next morning, she boarded the same train on her way to Tynda. Inside
there was a complete stillness in the air, as if time had ceased to exist, and
in that moment Judith realized she had found a place that feels like home.

The Deserted Street in Lockdown
Poppy Storrar
Walking down the street in March 2020 was like being the last
person on Earth. If you paused for just a moment, you could hear a crisp
packet being placed in a bin five streets over. I half expected tumbleweed
to roll along the busiest streets in London, or dust to start appearing across
the concrete, with just my footstep breaking the grain. The occasional other person scurries past like a criminal to the courthouse, desperate for anonymity and isolation. The silence is crucifying. Terrifying. The virus had
emptied the world, regardless of the death toll.
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google says we’re incompatible
McKenna Timm
i order a drink
something called ‘peach fizz’
with little alcohol
you apologize for saying ‘twat’
in your posh london accent
i wonder if you’re a tory
though i wouldn’t know how to tell
you compliment the glitter
on my lower lash line
small copper sequins sparkling
in the outdoor lighting
i tell you it’s rare
for guys to notice
things like that
my lips are shaking
blue from the cold
you give me your coat
a green marshmallow from moncler
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fancier than anything
in my closet
you drink a few shots with ease
and i watch
in admiration
the waitress says
she works in a prison
and we don’t know how to respond
you ask about my necklace
a constellation for my zodiac sign
i tell you
geminis are two-faced
knowing you are one
the table is unsteady
you push on and off of it
while i sit still
my legs crossed
the bar is closing
you walk me home
you don’t kiss me at the door
though i wish you would
i give you your coat back
knowing i’ll wear it again soon

Seashells
Amy Williams
I hope you feel that you are in the right place. You loved the sea –

grew up with saltwater in your hair and seashells beneath your toes. We sent you
back there; I hope you are happier.
Every year when the winter arrives, he is forcibly reminded about the
day she left. The chill sings him to sleep with the promise that once again,
she will not be there when he wakes up. He can no longer wear that hoodie.
He can no longer look at that DVD rack the same way – the discs neatly
lined up that they thumbed through, as if it would be just another evening.
But every little detail lingers in his head. It sickens him and brings tears
to his eyes, threatening to spill over every time. Dread spreads through his
throat at the touch of that soft fabric. The pattern of that shelf makes bile
rise from his stomach.
As if preparing for the worst, all over again.
As if I expect to hear those words again –
‘She’s gone.’
He wishes that the sound of an ambulance did not make his heart race,
did not cause his hands to shake. He wishes he could only recall sweeter
memories, when the only sounds of a siren were the ones that she echoed
– overdramatic with a grin on her face, imitating the blaring of a vehicle
that so rudely disturbed the pair walking on the toasted sand of the coast,
hands locked and swinging.
‘We often collected seashells; do you remember?’ He spoke to the photos,
leaving the trace of a fingerprint on her chin.
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That one day, it rained the whole way there. He stomped his stubby feet
and stuck out a bottom lip, as any stubborn child would, angry that his parents forgot to bring a remote control for the weather. But soon enough, the
clouds peeled away, and the sun peeked out, and she picked him up onto
her shoulders, dashing to the damp sand before the rain would pelt down
again.
He picked up a shiny white fragment of a seashell, proudly holding it
between finger and thumb.
‘It looks like your teeth!’ He said, collapsing into giggles at his own hilarity. When she just smiled and shook her head, her broken tooth glistened
under the sun, and he fell to the ground in stitches again.
She suggested a competition: Whoever finds the biggest seashell is the
winner.
This lasted not only that day but for several years, as they built a treasure chest of memories together, each one preserved in the shape of a shell.
Stacked atop each other in glass jars, rainbows of colours piled like the layers of a cake. He would line these jars up in the window, where they cast
diamond lights across the room, matching smiles and shining eyes.
The room that became dull.
Seashells that became dusty.
‘You should visit her,’ they would say to him, seated in the chair opposite
and poised as if they had authority over his actions. Oh, he was sick of this.
Of course, he could not visit her. Her eyes were no longer warm, arms no
longer able to engulf him as before – turned to stone.
A small placard in the soil is not comforting, and he is certain she would
not consider this a visit, either. For her, company was never complete without a warm drink and a bowl of something sweet.
Pieces of her are scattered here and there, memories in the shape of objects, or scents, or music. He is startled when he suddenly hears her singing
through the speaker of a shop floor, upbeat lyrics that used to echo around
the house.
Her cardigan is elsewhere, too, he one that she tugged over her shoulders almost every day, as if it were moulded onto her freckled arms. His
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sister wears it now; a face he hasn’t seen for years. He saw it through his
phone screen, scrolling through endless junk until that photo made his
heart stop. Comfortable familiarity that is so far away, in the wrong place.

YEAR TWO

extract from The Theft of Innocence*
Sean Barton
10th September 1986

Panic consumed me

even before night fell. Just standing in that
five-man dormitory on a beautiful Cumbrian afternoon did it to me. Iron
beds, highly polished wooden floors, a military precision which was incongruous with the personal duvets brought from home. One with a Union
Jack, two from Harrods of London, and an Yves Delorme. Mine from Woolworths already faded and rough around the edges. I remember a shaft of
late summer sun shining through the large sash windows and a scatter of
motes dancing in the light as my mum made my bed for me. It reminded
me of home but would be the last time anyone ever made my bed. This was
mine now, and I had to lie in it.
Sarah Morris, the housemaster’s wife, hovered behind us in the doorway, impatient and stern in her perfectly ironed tweed skirt as I began to
sob uncontrollably. I don’t remember ever crying before that day, not proper tears anyway, and it came over me swiftly and unexpectedly. Maybe I
had just been too blasé thinking I could handle it. My mum set off sobbing
too, but my dad, old-school working class, stood there not knowing what
to do with himself, rubbing his eyes as if some of that dust had got in there.
‘Ahem... time to go now.’ Mrs Morris quickly saw to it that we could spend
no more than a minute together to say goodbye. Before I knew it, myself
and the other twenty-four new boys were whisked, as a group, down to the
* Content Note: abuse.
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school swimming pool. Herded like cattle to the slaughter, sensing our fate
but still helpless. We were marched two-by-two following the teacher we
had just met, down a gravelly lane, across a road, past the chapel and to the
doors of an ominous Victorian building. The Swinstone School swimming
pool. We undressed together, twenty-five eleven-year-old strangers, in a
cold, tiled changing room under the watchful eye of our house tutor, Jim
Millar. At least that’s the name I came to know him by in due course. Then
he was just a strange bald bloke who was difficult to age then, but it turns
out he was only thirty at the time. He had flitty eyes and breath like a rabid
dog. I felt self-conscious. I felt strangely detached. He ticked our names off
on a list whilst looking at us hungrily over the top of his clipboard.
‘C’mon lads. Get your clothes off and into your trunks. Routledge, take
your hand away from your nether regions. We have nothing to hide here.
We are all men together’. His eyes lingered longer than any adult’s eyes
should ever look upon a pre-pubescent child. He wiped his mouth as if he
had just finished a tasty mouthful of meat.
‘I don’t have my trunks. I think my mum forgot to pack me any.’ I pleaded.
‘Well, you will have to go in skins then, Routledge.’
‘Skins?’ I asked.
‘Naked boy. In the skin that God gave you boy. Naked!’
‘But I...’
‘No buts Routledge, and if you fail to call me sir again, you will be doing
extra lengths. Now get through to that pool. Now!’
We were forced to line up in fours at the shallow end. All shivering. How
could it be so cold here in September? Some of us sobbing, the odd one or
two even sucking their thumbs. It was like we had been plucked from our
mothers’ wombs aged eleven and placed into some dystopian future where
the coming-of-age ritual was to test whether you could swim whilst crying uncontrollably. A cold, almost surgical light shone through the opaque
skylights. I felt like I was taking part in a sick experiment. My mind drifted back to my parents. My eyes stung with tears. I could only see maybe
five feet in front of me. My lungs were filled with that distinctive smell of
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bleach that I now associate with utilitarian buildings like schools, hospitals
or torture rooms. One of the boys, Allsop, had pissed himself and I could
smell that too.
‘Four at a time. One hundred metres front crawl. As fast as you can!
Three, two, one.’ Millar blew his whistle, a clean, sharp shrill that jolted me
back into consciousness.
We all dived into the pool. I hated swimming but I thrashed my arms
and legs as if my life depended on it. I was crying and swallowing huge
amounts of heavily chlorinated water. I couldn’t see for shit and hit the wall
a couple of times. During those four lengths I hatched a plan. I was going
to get out of here. This place was definitely not for me. As I climbed out of
the pool, I approached Millar, one hand over my balls.
‘Mr Millar, Sir, please can I go to the toilet?’
He looked at me with derision.
‘Did you forget your nappies Routledge? Go on, make it snappy.’
I jogged into the changing room, almost wiping myself out on the slippery Victorian tiles, no doubt eroded over many years by the feet of ‘privileged’ public school boys such as myself. I didn’t bother drying properly. I
just found my pile of clothes and pulled them on as quickly as I could. The
cheap Marks and Spencer’s cotton stuck against the water on my skin and
made it virtually impossible to pull my trousers up. My boxer shorts were
askew, sticking out of the back of my trousers, my socks weren’t on properly and my shirt was buttoned up lopsided. I didn’t care. I got the hell out of
there before Millar realised I was gone.
I had to try to recall where Rowan House was. Was it left at the end of
this road? Was that the line of trees we passed earlier? There was a chapel,
I needed to find the chapel. After what seemed like an hour, but can only
have been two minutes, I rounded the corner and saw my mum and dad
coming down the drive in their Ford Cortina. I ran in front of the car to
stop them, placing both hands, still wet from the pool, on the bonnet. I
skirted round to the passenger side, maintaining contact with the car at
all times, not wanting to let it go. My mum wound down her window. She
started crying.
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‘Please don’t leave me here. Please don’t leave me. I want to come home
with you.’
As she sobbed big, lung busting sobs, my mum implored my dad. ‘We
can’t leave him here Terry!’
‘We have to, Linda.’
I saw a tear in his eye. The first time I ever saw my dad cry. The second
time would be four years later as I said goodbye to him for the last time.
As the car drove off, I sat down on the lawn and wept until my eyes were dry
and I could not feel my face. I don’t know how long for, but the next thing
I remember is the call for ‘lights out’ at 9 p.m. and pulling my duvet tight
around me, up to my nose, like a cocoon. It still smelled of home.

extract from Knock Them Dead
Sam Bird
INT. FRINGE THEATRE – NIGHT
A small fringe theatre, hidden away in a derelict
corner of West London, begins filling with punters. A
light fixture buzzes loudly, a fan in the corner spits
out warm air.
An older man, smartly dressed, with the stern
expression of a serious theatregoer, approaches the
front row. He checks his ticket. Peering over his
glasses he looks down at a wonky cushioned seat, its
red fabric ripped at the corner. He checks his ticket
again.
Carefully he lowers himself to the chair. It MOANS
under his weight. The old man squats in the air
slightly, afraid to fully sit.
LATER.
On the stage ABIGAIL, dressed in an unconvincing
angel costume, is lifted in the air by two boys. They
struggle beneath her as she sings her final note.
					ABIGAIL
				
(arms out to the sky)
			
To-NIIIIIIIIGH-T!
A scattered applause. Abigail looks out across the
crowd, panting.
The old man peers over his glasses, brows knitted.
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He tucks his ticket under his arm and half-heartedly
claps. Crossing his legs, he leans back into the chair
and it SNAPS. The old man buckles to the ground with
the broken parts of the chair.
Everyone turns in his direction. Abigail sighs - and
then is dropped to the ground with a THUD.
Title Card:
KNOCK THEM DEAD
INT. FRINGE THEATRE OFFICE - NIGHT
Framed photos, in black and white, hang on the wall
next to the door. Each shows a different part of the
theatre on its first opening night, packed with paying
customers. The last photo is of a woman on stage. Her
dress is bohemian and her big curly hair untamed.
TARA, mid-20s, hair tied back in the trenches of work,
admires the photo from her desk.
Abigail flings open the door which RATTLES the entire
office. The photo of the woman slides down the wall
and SHATTERS at the ground.
Tara drops to her knees and picks up the frame. She
gently examines the broken photo in her hands.
					ABIGAIL
				
(not seeing Tara on the
				
ground at first)
			
			
			
			

Tara? – Tara. Another one of your
crappy chairs broke - literally
during my second number. This is
getting ridiculous.

					TARA
				
(standing up, still
				
looking at the photo)
			
You have to be more careful Abbie!

SAM BIRD

					ABIGAIL
			
It’s not my fault I was dropped.
					TARA
				(looking up)
			
What?
					ABIGAIL
			
Seb and Alex. They dropped me.
			
And another bloody chair snapped.
					TARA
			
Wait – is it the intermission
			
right now?
					ABIGAIL
			
Yes?
					TARA
				
(rushing out the door)
			
Shit.
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The Typist
Emma Clarke
– The time is now propitious
		
T.S. Eliot, ‘The Wasteland’
It’s Saturday evening
Or maybe it’s not
I can hardly remember
It’s getting too hot
I’m inside my bedroom
Or maybe it’s his
There’s really no difference
And now it begins
Ten minutes of fumbling
Some pleasure, some pain
Ten minutes of life
That I’ll never regain
That’s always the way
That I need it to go
My body’s alive
And I need it to know
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So I keep on selling
To prove that it’s mine
I’m constantly dying
To prove I’m alive
He gets up to leave
Or maybe that’s me
I’m tired and sore
But I think that I’m free
I’m not sad that he’s gone
Cause I’ll see him again
Next weekend, perhaps
Or some other time
If not him, then a man
Too like him to be
Worth a description –
They’re all the same to me
I’ll swap out my sheets
I’ll brush out my hair
And it’ll be just like
He was never there

THE TYPIST

extract from Descendants of Stars
Jessinna Dashi
Rain and snow collapse from the sky in a night that will
never end. The howling wind thrashes across the mountaintop like an injured beast; the trees groan under its fierce strength. Every living thing has
hidden for shelter. Feeling neither the rain nor cold, I lean back on my tree
branch, watching the empty forest. The chaos of the world is almost comforting. I feel myself beginning to drift off...
A flash of red. My eyes shoot open and I see something in the distance.
All alone, a human pushes through the snow. He wears a large fur coat. Beneath his hood are brows as tightly furrowed as his shoulders are hunched.
The bottom half of his face is covered by a red scarf.
What is he doing? He moves further into the mountains as though he has
no choice. Grunting, he keeps his hood low, but I can see his hands. There
are holes in his gloves where pale blue fingers peek out. I wonder what’s
motivating him. Where does he need to be so urgently that he couldn’t wait
for the weather to pass?
A sudden impulse comes over me. Eyes fixed on the man, I press my
palms together and when I pull them apart, a long piece of thread lies
there. The man pulls his scarf around him more tightly. I suddenly realise
he’s calling out from beneath it, but his words are stolen by the insatiable
wind. I play with his life for a moment, weaving the thread between my
fingers. It bristles against my skin. I pluck at it and I see the man shudder.
I find myself holding out the thread from each end and I know what I’m
about to do. Right before it happens, he suddenly turns to look behind him,
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like he knows too.
I snap the thread. All it took was the smallest tug and the human sinks
to his knees, hand gripping his chest. Not for malice or mercy, when I kill
this man, there’s nothing inside of me. Again he calls out but I don’t listen.
He collapses. It’s over.
I rise to leave but as I do, the human raises his head. Fingers digging
into the ground, he drags himself forward. I squat low and continue to
watch. His trembling hands tear the earth apart, refusing to let go. I’m
mesmerized. A determined cry bursts from his lungs, knocking back the
wind’s force, and for a single second he convinces me that he will live.
But of course, he doesn’t. He lies there. The last of his determination lost
in the sky.
With my finger, I kneel down and trace the outline of his body. As I do,
my senses slowly return to me and I realise I may as well wait here. Someone will already be on their way to collect me. I wonder what the punishment will be. I hope it’s something interesting.

extract from DISCO
Daisy D
FADE IN:
EXT. MANHATTAN, NEW YORK CITY. WINTER, 1978 – NIGHT
Shots of the city covered in snow and ice.
					(V.O)
		 A cold night in midtown Manhattan.
		
The chill in the air and frost on the
		
ground won’t stop these dolled-up
		
city-slickers heading to their nightly
		 crusade.
... a woman comes into view, one of the ‘night-time
pilgrims’ wearing glitter on her face, a short skirt,
impossibly high go-go boots and a knowing smile.
					(V.O)
		 This was their palace, their prison,
		
their dealer, lover, confidante, friend.
		
This was their dancefloor.
... cut to focusing on different people all taking the
same route to the same location. Drag queens, artistic
looking youths, suited up men, glamourous women ...
					(V.O)
		 The most astounding fact, perhaps, is
		
that only a handful of these night-time
		
pilgrims make it to their destination.
		
Only those who stand out can fit in,
		
cross the velvet rope and breathe
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in intoxication and glitter.

... an older lady in a leopard print coat and heels,
people who transcend gender look otherworldly and
gorgeous, people on roller-skates ...
					(V.O.)
			
The others are turned away,
		
back into the depths of the night,
		
with dashed hopes and an unfailing
		
determination to make it next time.
... the shot zooms out to a bird’s-eye view of the
street, revealing the full scope of partygoers, all
marching toward the same location.
					(V.O)
		 They prayed to the music and their
			
religion was the dance.
Quick flashes of all the pilgrims faces appear on
screen, then cut to the entrance of ...
					(V.O)
				
Studio 54.
Musical crescendo, Donna Summer – ‘I Feel Love’
EXT. DOWNTOWN, SAME PLACE AND TIME BUT A FEW BLOCKS
AWAY
Music fades out.
Cut to a quiet side-street, a few abandoned vehicles,
shady figures in the shadows of boarded up buildings
and a flickering sign for ‘Jimmy’s’, a sparsely
populated bar.
We see a shadowy figure emerge in the distance, wrapped
up in a heavy coat, and coming closer. The silhouette
is formidable, a tall, heavyset frame. His face becomes
clearer as he approaches, messy greying hair and
stubble, handsome underneath the unkempt frown. This is
RAY, early-mid 40s, and with an air of determination
and familiarity, he makes his way to the bar on his
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own nightly pilgrimage.
INT. JIMMY’S BAR
A typical deadbeat watering-hole, ‘Dirty Old Town’
plays faintly in the background. The furniture looks
threadbare and well-used; a sticky pool-table, a small
radio set for when a game is on and wooden barstools.
RAY enters, sitting heavily down by the bar.
				BARTENDER (JIMMY)
				
Usual, Ray?
RAY nods, as gruffly as a nod can be, throwing his
wallet on the counter. It is scuffed and tatty, but
clearly made from high-quality leather and well-made.
A pint glass of beer is placed in front of him, he
hands his card over and more of the wallet’s contents
come into view: some loose change, a darkened polaroid
of a dog with a young boy and a scruffy business card
– ‘RAY WILSON. PRIVATE DETECTIVE.’
Close up of RAY’S face as he places the glass to his
lips. He has kind eyes, but a constantly furrowed brow
and lack of natural sleep creates a severe look. As he
sips, he closes his eyes; once again, he can slip into
a drunken state of forgetting.

extract from And Again
Jade Fakokunde
On her last day on Earth, Eva went for a walk. She walked and
walked, and with each step it became ever clearer that the relentless entropy of life and death had struck out and made its mark. What did it matter anyway, when her ponderings meant nothing to the forward march of
her new reality? She had done all that she could, and still the ceaseless onslaught of time lay before her, as bleak as ever.
On her last day on Earth, Eva passed a homeless man on the corner of
the street. He looked old beyond his years. The kind of aging that is premature, born of a life hard fought. His eyes were dark and sunken into his
wrinkly, dirty face. They glanced back and forth with a frenzied focus. Hollow cheeks made way for a small, pouting mouth and even smaller nose
above. He was sitting quietly, somewhat out of the way and smoking something that permeated the air on the street corner with a metallic, artificial
taste. The smoke clogged Eva’s throat on its way to her lungs. Whatever
helps you sleep at night, Eva thought to herself, stifling a cough. In a previous lifetime of hers, perhaps she would have turned her face up at this
man, perhaps she would have seen his scruffy clothing and gaunt, lifeless
skin and questioned the mess he had made of his life. But not today, not on
her last day, and not when she had destroyed her own life far definitively
than he ever could. So instead, on her last day on Earth, Eva emptied her
pockets for the man, telling him to ‘Spend it all today, spend it on whatever
you heart desires.’
***
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Eva continued her walk, turning off the residential street her apartment
building loomed over and onto the main road. The street was bustling,
shoppers on foot and cars and busses littering the road ahead. ‘Must be a
weekend,’ she pondered aloud noting the way her ambling walk immediately clashed with the fast pace of the shoppers with their varying pressing
matters to attend to. Eva’s observations were cut short by a commotion directly in front of her. She swerved to miss an energetic child on a scooter
and again to miss the child’s winded mother chasing after him. Absently, she turned to follow the boy’s journey. This little story with its two unknown characters had captured the bustling crowds, suspending the high
street in amber. Stifling and oppressive.
A passing glance at his face had given the impression of a determined
boy, probably filled with a motivation that is only genuine on the face of
a child. Eva sighed and closed her eyes, slowly turning back to the street
before her.
The child hurtled past pedestrians, picking up ever more speed. The
wheels of his scooter rattled and shook as they struggled to keep up with
the boy’s racing thoughts. He could hear his mother shouting from somewhere behind him no doubt. Yells and shrieks of ‘Daniel, slow down right
now! Daniel!’ filled the street. It seemed, all at once, that every shopper was
released from their immobilizing wonder and they all found it in themselves to move on, the brief story completed as the child continued his final
dash down the street. His race was coming to an end. He was first. Not
much further now and the medal would be his. He could hear the crowd
chanting his name: ‘Daniel! Daniel! Daniel!’
Daniel turned to look at his adoring fans as he crossed the finish line
and sped into the middle of the road.
* * *
On her last day on Earth, Eva walked. With her eyes closed and head down
she pushed past the masses of people clamouring towards the street from
which she had just come.
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‘Call an ambulance!’ She could just about hear over the cries of that
woman who was once a mother.
Eva walked and walked until she made it to a park bench. Sitting on it
was an unremarkable man, middle-aged, with glasses and a suit on. He
sat comfortably, reading from a pristine hardback novel and sipping his
lunchtime coffee. Eva sat to his left and peaked over his shoulder.
‘Can I help you?’ He asked, not unkindly, just as though disturbed from
some deep musing.
‘Every day,’ Eva responded, not listening to his question. ‘Every single
day I come to this park bench and tell you my life story. I tell you that I wake
up in the same bed the same way no matter where I go to sleep. I tell you
that I walk past the same disaster on the street back there. I tell you that
sometimes I save the boy and sometimes I don’t. It doesn’t matter either
way because every damn day I wake up and it’s still the third of March and
he dies all over again.’
Eva paused and stared at the man before continuing. ‘You respond with
“Who the hell are you?” and I will get up and walk away.’
Doing just that, Eva turned back to the man. ‘See you tomorrow.’ She
continued her walk.
* * *
On her last day on Earth, Eva walks and walks until her legs are tired and
her eyes droop. She walks until she simply cannot any longer and sits on
the side of a desolate road in the middle of nowhere in complete darkness.
As her eyes slip closed and she says goodbye to another day, the world tilts
and churns and eventually becomes ever so still.
On her last day on Earth, Eva opens her eyes in the comfort of her kingsized bed in her swanky city apartment and sighs.

Growing Flowers
Olivia Frankland
Change water daily, the guide said.
Clean liquid prevents mould and infection.
Buy seed supplements; folic acid, B12.
Store your seeds in bags and wait
for the crescent moon to harvest.
Keep warm and away from harsh winters,
frost that comes to pass, wait to sow.
Don’t check too often, the guide said,
for petals to bloom. They will, it said.
Wait for Nature’s way to fertilize
in sweet sticky honey from
singing summer bees
that buzz inside
Mummy and
sprout under trees.
Be patient. Just wait, it said,
for yellow milk showers
of spring that drip like sap from
your bark, for green sproutlings
flickering on monochrome screens,
twinkling in the night skies. Its pot
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buried in the compost of your flesh.
Just wait, it said,
for roots to slither into your
stems and feed from capillaries
and feel the tightening fibers
attach to the wall and start
growing flowers.

extract from ‘Who Gets the Chair?’
Anna Harman
I put up a chair for sale

for a woman like me. A woman who
needed to put her feet up; maybe a woman who was tired of wearing heels.
I bent my feet to the pressure of heels for a long while and I truly felt the
ache. I felt the curling of my toes, the endless bending and the sweat, the
arching of my bones and that tight, little grasp. My heels became my roots,
feeding strength into the stretch of my legs, allowing them to wrap and
kneel and pulse and shake. But I got sloppy. Carried away. Somewhere in
all that gyrating I must have kicked off a heel and no fucker was charming
enough to return it. With my heel went my strength but far worse than
that, out came my feet. My putrid feet. Toes all bent, bones gone brittle; but
I didn’t bother looking back for my heels. Glass slippers don’t cover bunions, regardless of how much my little trotters could steam them up. From
here I found the chair that I would go on to sell. I was certain that I knew
some women who needed it. A place to end up, a last resort. I found my
place when my feet gave up. Nothing screamed last resort to me like an old
function room and I splurged on the best that money could buy. Well, the
best that my money could buy. So not a lot really. More so the worst. The
Port.
I met the owner to pick up the keys. Dale. A man simpler than his name.
He put the keys in my hand and held them there for just a breath. He
smiled, baring teeth that had apparently decayed long before the rest of his
body and winked. He called me love. He was so aroused by this interlocking of dirty fingers and jagged metal but that didn’t surprise me; I know
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by now that flesh is all it takes for men. I also knew that Dale would turn
around in the hopes to catch my gaze one last time as he hobbled off; the
image of my scowling face painted into a nice happy one to suit his man’s
brain. Why waste thoughts on unhappy women? His glance was met with
the sturdy back of my head, boasting rattails of mousey brown; flat and
shit from years of being passed from bed to bed. He’ll have told himself
I was too coy to turn around for him as I slammed the door behind me.
Bless.
I cued the lights and up woke the dusty, old air. The glare was once harsh
on my eyes but by then they’d seen worse than this, regardless of The Port’s
best efforts. It put up a good fight though, sometimes the quaking light
felt like it was nudging me to plunge the whole place back into darkness. A
weak attempt to hide all the chaos from rare, fresh meat. But I’m well done.
I could still picture the skull cracked by an eight ball and all that smashed
glass wet with beer or blood. Or both. I pictured flabby arms draped around
the folded necks of horny men who packed nothing but Superkings and
bootleg Viagra. I remembered sparkly press-on nails scratching someone’s
husband’s thighs and those typical beads of sweat gathering round the
front of his short back and sides. I could picture the sick in the bog and the
shit on the floor, violent screaming and violent laughing. I could picture
my knickers clinging to the edge of the pool table and the forty-six spots
of mould spoiling the ceiling above it. Old tits would pop out more than
corks would from cava, although cava was saved for a special occasion, as
were rancid buffets at sad surprise parties; pickled onions stuck to cheap
heels and these sordid affairs conducted under the stench of sweat melting
away Lynx and ham sandwiches. All of this was permanently sealed within
sticky, red walls. It was completely haunted, and it was a certified fucking
dive but by then it was so quiet. Quiet and mine.
As life passed by outside of The Port, I truly blossomed within it. Its
stench overpowered even my rancid feet and the scratches on my skin began to fade underneath its crimson hue. Those dirty mirrors concealed all
of my wrinkles and my clothes were modern in the face of such glorious décor. My singing went uncriticised and the opening of my mouth no longer
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caused recoils in response to my bitter breath. No dance that I offered was
ever turned down. Nor was a meal, a drink, a smoke or a chat; I gorged on
them all mercilessly. I still managed to remain the skinniest in the room.
I held the highest score for pool, darts and quizzes while maintaining the
very most humility. The bar finally served me first. I was the most beautiful
woman there. I was perfect.
It was very quiet though. It gave me a lot of time to think. It would have
been so easy to get caught up in the rush of all of my blessings but the
silence kept me grounded. I thought a lot about the old me, the distant
version of myself who was not in fact the very best. Someone who would
change her being to fit into the mould of every man who moved through
her life leaving her more misshapen for the next. I no longer needed to be
that girl in The Port, given that I had achieved perfection; yet with perfection came the capacity to give. I had so much to offer by opening my doors.
I needed to be delicate in the matter to ensure that my fixed, golden crown
would not be tipped for a silver one. I wasn’t risking bronze, so my charity
was extended to one lucky lady. I couldn’t put her too close to the bar; she
might get served first. Or anywhere near my high scores. Putting her too
close to the dance floor opened my ears up to critique and too close to a
mirror might open my eyes back up to comparison. That part of my life
was closed. That’s how I settled on the chair. I picked the best in the room;
the one tucked away from all the action. It was built with sturdy wood and
wrapped tight in leather; I thought that it could steady her. Somewhere
solid to land after all those wasted years wobbling on spindly heels and trying to balance herself in such a fast world. I would be her rock. I might have
risked my crown to help out more girls like her; yet, I could only carry so
much weight. I decided that it was time the beer ran out; I made a sign and
nailed it to the door. Hard. Being outside for a while made me realise how
many days I must have spent seeing only red and then how eager I was to
return to it. Open skies were never for me; I never liked blue. I preferred
being wrapped tight in crimson.

extract from Deuce
Sarah Healey
I had been told to be careful. To be aware and alert. To check
my pockets frequently and not drink too much. As I stood outside, all this
advice dissipated.
I had struggled to find Deuce on this particular day. Buried behind the
civilised jazz scene of New York, the small speakeasy hummed in thick
clouds of smoke. The only thing that set it apart were the wiry, neon letters
that framed the doorway.
Even then, it still looked run down. The letter ‘C’ had swung from its
position. I questioned whether this was supposed to be some artistic touch
but quickly concluded, after closer inspection, that it was simply a case of
neglect.
The whole exterior, with its chipped, black paint and flaking steel spoke
of mistreatment and disarray. How did this come to be the prestigious
‘Deuce’ I had heard whispered in intimate circles?
Just as I was about to go in, a gentleman brushed past me. A woman
followed quickly, meeting him around the corner. Her sugary laughter that
floated and met me in curious folds was the last sound I heard before entering the infamous building.
Surprisingly, I didn’t feel uneasy. Quite the opposite. It was excitement
that tremored my hand as I pushed back the door. Never in my life had I
done something illicit and it showed.
There wasn’t much to look at as I first walked in. The lamps, hanging
limply from their fastenings, glimmered dimly, illuminating framed pho123
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tographs. To my left, I noticed a small booth in which a woman sat.
She looked bored and indifferent to my entrance, fiddling with a pencil
between her thumb and forefinger. I approached her carefully. She didn’t
say anything. Didn’t even glance at me, not really. I muttered the password,
‘Cobbler’, and she motioned to the stairs that descended some three feet
away from me.
I could feel vibrations pushing up against the thick carpet as I made
my way down. Double oak doors waited expectantly at the bottom. As I
pressed my palm to the wood, the vibrations became more palpable. When
I pushed back the door, jazz music throbbed, at once smooth and crisp.
A film of tobacco smoke separated me from the inside. As I waded
through, a warmth settled on my skin. Compared with the glum darkness
of upstairs, this large room seemed to exude the glamour and extravagance
of New York within its four walls.
Pinstriped gentleman and aristocratic ladies clustered in pockets. Some
sat around circular tables, mulling over important business. Others engaged in light conversation; faces bright and rosy. Few were alone, sipping drinks, immersed in the sweet ripples of music that trickled from the
stage.
This was what I was most drawn to: the band. Positioned on a raised
platform at the centre of the room. A gilded ceiling washed their suits and
instruments in strokes of gold, making them appear divine. They were divine. My body seemed attune itself to their music. Restraining the urge to
dance, I decided to occupy myself at the bar.
Alcohol of all sorts lined the glass cabinets. Dark rums and whiskeys,
vodkas and gins, all glistening seductively under low lights. The barman,
about sixty with a clean shave, sized me up before asking for my order. I
panicked and ordered a mint julep.
It was sweet and cool on my tongue. I drank it faster than anticipated and ordered another. Before long, as the alcohol began to warm my insides, a man shuffled up to me. I strained to keep my eyes averted from the
cosmic quiff that sprouted from his head. He introduced himself as Kirby.
Kirby, I thought, what an interesting name.
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He wore a grey suit, tailored perfectly, and a cream handkerchief poked
out of his breast pocket. His mannerisms, however, betrayed something
erratic and desperate. It played into his cool syntax and poked at his cheeks
when he smiled. Curious, I thought.
We engaged in small talk. He bored me, to be frank. I don’t recall how
he began detailing his childhood, but before I knew it, I felt an obligation
to feel sorry for the man. He blubbered through recollections of private
school and his family’s ‘old money’ that prevented him from living a simple
life.
There were a lot of ‘yeses’ and ‘mhms’ and ‘oh gods’.
‘Jazz was the only thing that made it bearable, my friend. The only thing.’
I tried to stay invested, tried to keep my gaze fixed on his grey eyes that
dipped in and out of concentration. The fact was Kirby’s strident voice was
lost in pools of conversation that scattered the room. My ears refused his
voice, finding pleasure instead in raspy laughter and the soft ebb of jazz.
‘Kirby. My friend, it has been lovely chatting but I really must be off now.’
‘Really, Old Sport? I was just getting into my groove. Hey, before you
leave come and meet my crowd. I’m sure they’d love to meet you. It’s not
often we get newcomers.’
Reluctantly, I followed him to a room tucked around the back of the
stage. Kirby wafted away plumes of smoke to reveal another lavish, yet cosy
room complete with brown, leather furniture and crystal cabinets.
There were people of course, about fifteen, all grouped in small circles.
Men and women draped over armrests, leaning over the private bar, sat
pert on the furniture; all dressed in deep emeralds, peach, pearls and diamonds. They were as much a part of the scene as any physical object.
My heart pulsed tightly in my chest. Eyes darted to where I was awkwardly standing, hands limp at my side. These were the stares of rich people. In an attempt to ease me, Kirby gripped my shoulder and smiled wide.
He began to introduce me to various people with fluffy names like Shirley and Coco. Young girls mainly, too young. They smirked playfully and
fluttered their eyelashes before erupting into fits of giggles. Some gentleman nodded their heads. Some shook my hand. All of them stared at me as
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if I was a predator.
It wasn’t until I met Lyla that my anxiety lifted considerably. She was
indistinguishable at first. Hidden in a corner that escaped the clutches of
light. Kirby called her softly and she emerged.
The first thing I couldn’t help but notice were her diamond dewdrop earrings. They refracted the light, blooming her features in colours of violet
and honey. She had a gentle face; quiet and unintentional yet her eyes were
fierce. They were dazzlingly green like freshly cut emeralds.
‘Hello. Nice to meet you.’ Her voice complimented her face; it was fragile
and did not demand anything.
‘Likewise.’

extract from The Machine
Casper Howell
Aaron didn’t know whether it was the light streaming in
or the muffled, undulating whirr of traffic that had woken him. Possibly
both. Possibly neither. He lurched out of bed to shut the window and draw
the curtains. Well, he planned to – in reality, the temptation to remain motionless in bed was too great. Instead, he rolled over onto his other side, a
futile attempt to regain tranquillity. This side was uncomfortable – a bruise
of some sort was stabbing his right hip. Aaron supposed it was one of those
unexplained bruises – a tattoo you might wake up with in Malia whose story has been forgotten so it has no reason for being. And yet, it exists all the
same, marking the skin of the person who acquired it, haunting them like
a mozzie bite when they shift their weight, though it has forgotten why it
does so. We don’t always remember why we do the things we do, after all.
He could tell it was early from the way the dust waltzed in the light a
metre or so ahead of him. The sun had to be low to permeate the room
at such an angle. They seemed unable to settle, those dust particles, not
falling or floating, as feathers might in a breeze. Rather, they seemed to fly
and dance as fish do, or mozzies, each avoiding each other and yet remaining part of the shoal. Disconnected but part of the same body. He supposed
that everything was part of the same body if you observed it from enough
of a distance.
The hangover hadn’t hit him yet, but like many things, the anticipation
of it was as bad as the thing itself. A tall glass of water stood on the bed-side
cabinet and he silently thanked himself for being so clever. Tepid though it
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was, the water brought more clarity with every swig and he rolled onto his
back, an airy sigh escaping his nose. He stared at the ceiling, allowing the
night’s memories to drift into his mind like clouds, bleached by vodka and
faded by inebriation. A conversation with Sam about the deterioration of
rock music; a subsequent heated debate with Connor over whether Oasis
would have been as successful if they had been southern. Chugging down a
pint to the symphony of slurred chants and applause; the upturned eyes of
that girl by the bar. The scent of sweet strawberry and bitter gin as she leant
closer.
A magpie took flight from the chestnut tree outside his window, the
branch left shaking momentarily, the leaves whispering about the bird as
it flew away. It soared above the trees and their envious leaves, a black and
white smudge against the sky. Over the street, a girl with plaits ate her cereal at the windowsill and saw the black and white smudge pass her world.
A few streets along, a wizened man with thin wisps of candyfloss hair only
saw its shadow pass across the cream carpet from his armchair. The magpie went by windows and trees, until the trees grew larger and greyer and
leafless, the concrete giants of the waking city, each with a hundred eyes.
It soared over the rumbling roar of motors, the buzzing and blinking, the
city’s incessant percussion. Finally, it found a sycamore to perch upon and
flapped itself to a slow descent.
A woman wrapped in a fluffy blanket stood watching the magpie land
on the tree from behind the ceiling-high glass of her friend Marie’s apartment. She watched the city breathe; a smartly dressed Asian man, twenty-five maybe thirty, took out his earphones as he opened the door of an office block and a middle-aged white woman with a blonde bob exited a taxi
before it drifted off, back into the endless current. She wondered if people
watched her from their windows in the secret moments – the thirty-second peace hidden in her Yaris when she gets home after work, or the silent
cigarette break, breathing in emptiness and breathing out all the time she
has wasted.
It haunts her, the perpetual knowledge of it. The unremitting truth that
she has wasted her entire fucking life, every childhood fantasy, however
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ridiculous, every stupid ambition. Now they were all just the memories of
dreams, faded over time like fingerprints on a window she had given up on
looking out of. She thought time was a bit like a river, carrying her down
its every meander, past every tributary and possibility before she even
realised it was there. A river driven by the fear of being a nobody that is
born and spread like a plague in school and college and everywhere else, a
plague that she has never really cured herself of.

extract from Sangrian Alpines*
Katya Jakob-Whitworth
With a click, Luke locked his phone and let it slide back into
his coat pocket, walking round the last corner before Ullswater Crescent.
He’d never get used to the crumpled sights which pulsed with neglect. The
street was overcrowded, swelling rows of terraced houses wedged against
one other. Telephone wires hung between them, some snapped, some in
loose knots, and others littered with shoes. Luke’s eyes followed the trail
of debris scattered along the walls, takeaway boxes consumed by moss
and grime. While he walked, Luke observed his shoes for a moment, shiny
white Nikes stepping over the tiny bags embedded into the damp tarmac.
On his way over, Luke had been stopped by a number of people politely asking for cash, only for him to shake his head, tighten his fists in his pockets,
and apologise for not carrying cash.
It was unusually quiet – no sirens for once, as if even the police daren’t
set foot on the estate. A distant howling of a dog impaled the air. Luke took
a deep breath, counting the number of terraced houses to his right; Juliet’s
was the fourth door down.
The front door, stripped of paint and virtually a board of wood and a
handle, peered at him from behind a tall metal security gate. To Luke’s horror, the large window next to the door had a small hole in it, sharp fragments of glass circling the hole and pointing like blades. Small shards of
glass glittered on the concrete below it. Behind the window, thin, stained
curtains swayed gently in the breeze, pressing themselves up to the hole
* Content Note: addiction.
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before drifting away back into the living room.
Luke strained his ears to hear any signs of life inside the house. There
was a clatter of movement, and a steady murmur of voices from a speaker.
He raised his hand to knock on the door through the metal gate – the doorbell had been violently broken, the plastic hanging downwards and revealing a network of wires on the inside. He inhaled sharply and rapped on the
door. To Luke’s shock, the door groaned against his hand and pulled away.
It had been open.
‘Come in,’ a voice drawled from inside. Luke stepped in, almost tripping over a shoe, and made sure to close the door behind him. He eyed up
the unused locks and bolts before shutting each individual one. His eyes
almost watered as a ridiculously pungent scent of marijuana danced up
his nostrils. He looked around the narrow hallway, shoes messily splayed
all over the fraying carpet. He brushed passed the various puffer jackets
which hung on the wall to his left, Juliet’s brown winter coat catching his
eye.
Navigating himself into the living room, Luke raised his eyebrows to see
Liam, alone, spread out on one of the black leather sofas. His eyes were
almost shut, yet he looked onwards at the TV which displayed a rather
psychedelic array of colours. Liam’s blonde hair was unkempt, his messy
fringe tickling his eyes and making him look like a young boy.
The living room was shocking; Luke could barely picture Juliet in it. The
walls were dim and too close, obscenely empty. It had an almost cabin-like
feel to it, so small and dark, Luke could imagine himself tucked away in the
snowy Alps somewhere. Smoke dominated the air. The coffee table was littered with empty bottles, cans, and lighters. A wad of cash was being used
as a coaster for a mug. Ash littered the floor amongst rolling papers, empty
pizza boxes and broken console remotes.
‘Hello,’ Luke rasped, raising a hand.
‘You here for Juliet?’ Liam croaked.
‘Yeah,’ Luke nodded, ‘she in her bedroom?’
Liam shrugged. ‘Dunno. Haven’t seen her all day.’
Luke clenched his jaw. ‘You know there’s a hole in your window?’
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Liam sighed. ‘Yeah. Bit chilly, innit?’
‘Good thing you’ve hotboxed the room,’ Luke muttered bitterly, turning
away and heading towards the stairs. He stepped over the clothes which
adorned the landing, a damp, nasty smell crawling up his nose. He raised
his eyebrows as he saw Juliet’s door, his shoe crunching on some clear plastic splashed with paint.
Juliet had begun to paint her bedroom door. Luke recognised an unfinished version of Van Gogh’s Starry Night. There were empty white patches
amidst the royal blue sky where the stars were meant to be. For a moment,
his heart ached, remembering the girl desperate to show him her work,
bouncing up and down in the warm glow of pride. He missed the Juliet
whose smile would make his heart falter, whose eyes would sparkle as she
eagerly waited his reaction. After checking the paint was dry, he knocked
on the door.
‘Fuck off, Taz,’ her voice reverberated. Luke’s words got caught in his
throat. He stroked the door handle.
‘It’s me, Ju. Luke.’
There was silence for a few moments, before Luke heard Juliet scramble
her way to the door. She pulled it open, her eyes instantly locking with his.
Luke scanned her up and down. She was in a huge black sweatshirt, likely not her own, and a pair of fabric shorts which poked out at the bottom.
Dark crescent moons stammered below her eyes, her cheekbones sunk inwards, and her usually rich lips were a deflated pale pink, crusted in dried
skin. She looked exhausted, but somehow alarmed. Luke wondered what
was pulsing through her veins, her body trembling in response.
Juliet’s eyes filled up with tears almost immediately. She wrapped her
body around his, sniffing into his jacket. Luke was surprised at the gesture,
almost losing his balance against her weight. It took him a moment to lift
his arms around her, and he gently nestled his nose into her hair.
Hearing a rustle of movement downstairs, Luke jolted, straightening
his back and softly guiding Juliet back inside her room, closing the door
behind him.
‘What have you taken?’ Luke whispered.
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Like a switch had flipped, Juliet grew irritated, her body stiffening
against his. She untangled herself from him, frowning nastily, before nestling herself on her bed.
‘What, did you just come to interrogate me about drugs?’
‘I came because you’ve disappeared from social media.’ Luke’s tone
turned cold. ‘You’re obviously in a state again.’
Juliet crossed her arms, absently clawing at her skin as she spoke.
‘I’m fine. Just taking a little break.’
Luke stepped over the various objects which were scattered over her
floor, his eyes lingering on a sketchbook which sat open. She’d painted a
fiery landscape, silhouettes of red burning across the page.
‘How are you supposed to get work done like this, Ju?’ He softened his
voice and reached out for her, but she leant away. ‘Can you really not see
why I don’t like you living here?’ Juliet opened her mouth to make a harsh
remark back at him, but Luke interrupted. ‘Someone’s smashed your living room window! And the door was fucking open Juliet, I mean, for God’s
sake!’
It was unlike him, being so assertive, but the words were tumbling out of
his mouth as he kept his eyes glued to the lurid patterns of Juliet’s bedsheets. She stayed quiet, digging her fingernails into her skin.
‘I don’t need you to come and rescue me.’
A violent pressure arose inside of Luke’s chest. He wanted to accuse her
of her poor choice of housemates, her on-off fling with Tarot who was unhealthy for her, and how she was standing dangerously close at the cliff of
addiction. A beast roared inside him.
‘I just fucking care about you. Get yourself clean and then you’ll see what
I mean. Wake up.’
Silence.
‘I want you to leave, Luke.’

Today
Sula Levitt
A walk at Roundhay, burritos, too many films and
two hours of sleep, it is 12:33am and bachir is taking
us to leeds general infirmary and i wait in the empty cafeteria.
I wept at a rabbit with sad eyes. Fur coat in the pounding rain. Home. Light
disappears. Fire appears across her body. Out. Waiting under harsh lights.
Too piercing to sleep. Back crunched on bench. Nothing compared. Vending machine testing again. Only thing to do. Money given out. Are his pleas
true? Sleep safely and enjoy your tea. More people pass. No news has come.
Home. Key under stone. Up the stairs. Memories file in. The not knowing.
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extract from Apartment 212
Taylor Manning
There i was, naked, skinless, poised

like an anatomical
chart, and they welcomed me. The sun was setting now, the soft dusk rays
giving way to the chilled night. I felt it in my bones. Laughter filled me,
moved me, surrounded me like the swirling lights of the carnival rides. It
was magic, as if electricity and fire could sing you to sleep. My steps were
deliberate, careful to avoid the multitude of lace and feathers that threatened to ensnare my ankles. Her voice echoed in my head, a drumming repetition of a croaking voice, beating against my skull. I stepped to the beat.
Most of the tents had been snapped shut, their multicolored fabric still in
the night. Hers too was shut, but the soft movement of the fabric, like an
eyeball moving under a closed lid, gave me the distinct impression that it
was not as empty as the rest.
The breeze blew back my hair and the familiar scent of fried food drifted into my nostrils. Where was I running to? Each of my limbs was being
pulled, past the rides, past the man who I vaguely recognized as the widower down the hall from me, with a deranged look in his eye, screaming at
the night, past a large woman with tattoos head to toe that seemed to move
and float just above the skin until I reached the very edge of fairgrounds.
There it was, a carousel of sorts, gold bars enclosing the moving circle. It
came to a rounded point with a handle at its peak, resembling a giant birdcage. I looked curiously at the attraction, the same harsh lights illuminating the moving bars, a sense of familiarity ingrained in them. But there
wasn’t a horse in sight. No, there were twelve bars in all – seven of them
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in use. From these hung the Widower and his Brother, the Woman across
the hall, the Wife and her Husband, Her, with her peeling skin glowing
in the light, and me, head drooping as I made my turn. A mobile of sorts,
for who’s crib I don’t know, spinning us in an endless cycle. I watched; our
bodies easily seen in the reflection of my eyes. Beautiful.
* * *
You would think by now there would be a simple answer, or from the beginning for that matter. There should have been a book, a capitalistic standard
given out to each shop, each street, each home.
A Catalogue of Endemic Signage (Solutions).
‘Do not touch suspicious objects. Mines in the area,’ they all read.
An explosive in the way you smile at the cashier tick in the way that you
don’t tick Gunpowder in the soup you choose to buy tick and how quickly
you walk home tick Jaywalking tick Waiting for the light tick Maybe your
heartbeat is too loud tick Maybe it’ll set a bomb off tick
But you don’t put ‘no smoking’ signs in restaurants anymore. Everyone
already knows. Besides, too much signage ruins the ambiance.
‘You would think you’d be used to it dear; it’s been this way since you
were born.’ The Woman across the hall said to me one morning.
That was almost true – since I was six. The talks began when I was four.
I have a vague memory of my mother speaking in hushed tones over the
phone, something about the news or the pamphlets shoved underneath
our door. I remember hiding under my kitchen table at the sound of the
buzz saw cutting into my bedroom door. It’s how it’s always been. I think
that was the start of it, the feeling behind my ears. An uneasiness set in and
it never quite faded.
It began as an idea that spread as quickly as a disease, marketed to each
demographic with astounding accuracy. The right-wing took it up, championing it as a fantastic opportunity to set the world right again. Morality
is king and it festers in the limelight. It soon became a religious matter,
and naturally, bipartisan. Everyone wants to return to the golden days, but
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no one can tell you exactly when that was. Organized and with little resistance, holes were placed in each door, lined with glass – rose windows –
and between each wall of every house and flat. We watch. And we behave.
We behave. And we are watched. It was the last straw. A politician, spouting ethics, caught on tape snorting coke off of a hooker’s ass. They won’t
tell you his name because he has too many. The prisons overflowing with
murderers and too many inmates with ambiguous charges on their paperwork. Too many wards full of people who couldn’t keep their heads intact.
It was the last straw. Your neighbor down the street and their crumbling
marriage. The fact that you lost your job and dared have a cry about it. It
was the last straw, these millions of instances, simultaneous, stretching
back forever.

extract from When the Dog Bared Its Fangs*
Caitlin McKay
Despite the humidity, the night air off the lake was slightly
more breathable amidst the comforting sounds of cricket chirps and the
intermittent light of fireflies. Sasha clutched his worn-out blue blanket in
one arm whilst the other rested on the back of Roly’s rusty brown coat.
Sasha’s small blue rucksack leant against the canine’s side. Roly’s heavy
breathing and snoring clashed with Sasha’s thoughts along with his own
pounding heartbeat. Everything that had happened that night stained his
mind like the grass on his once white shirt. As he scratched behind Roly’s
ears, Sasha gazed around the abandoned boat shack they’d refuged in. The
faint smell of trout and damp paired with the gaps in the walls frightened
him. Unfamiliarity frightened him. Still, he felt much more at ease spending the night in unfamiliar territory rather than another night in his own
home.
Earlier that same night Sasha’s father Stanley had burst into the house,
the stench of cheap ale lingering on his breath. He had stumbled into the
kitchen to find Sasha rummaging around for whatever scraps he could find
among the broken cupboards and Roly licking up a huge mess from the
floor.
‘This place is a shithole Sasha, why’s that filthy fuckin’ hound inside, I
tole you las’ time if he ever step foot in here again I’ll boot the fucker to high
hell.’
His father’s snarl resembled a mutt’s. He slurred his words as he took a
* Content Note: abuse.
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swig from his leather hip flask. Sasha flashed an anxious look towards the
floor, covered in what looked to be a mixture of cornmeal grits, gravy and
dog food, before quickly hopping down from the peeling surface top and
turning to face his father.
‘I’m sorry Pa, I was left alone for I dunno how long and I dint know how
to cook or clean proper, so I brought Roly in to help is all...’
‘I dint ask about the shithole, I said why the fuck is that mutt in here,
he’s a guard dog Sasha not yer fuckin’ nanny.’
Sasha hung his head low, the frog in his throat forming as he held back
tears. His father’s raged-filled splutters went on. He knew what lay ahead.

extract from We Are Stardust
Aaron Alexander Nichols
Prologue
hen stars come to the end of their lifetime, after all the elements
fueling their shine have been burned up in nucleosynthesis, their
core becomes too heavy to withstand its own gravitational pull and this
enormous object (one million times the mass of the earth) collapses in just
fifteen seconds. And thus: a supernova. The light is so bright that it can be
seen across the universe for weeks – even months – while dense elements
are dispersed across the galaxy, creating nebulae, solar systems, and you.
From the oxygen in your breath to the calcium in your bones, 96.2% of the
elements in your body were fused together in the core of a star before the
Earth was even created. Fourteen billion years of evolution later, the same
iron that was forged at the heart of a dying red supergiant has become a
part of the slim turquoise rivers that interweave between your muscle and
skin. Change is the natural state of the universe and I implore you to embrace it.

W

Gemini, the Twins
I was very young when I first heard of transgender people. Breakfast
was hosted in my Nan’s annex that adjoined to our Victorian cottage. My
brothers, Mars and Jupiter, and I would sit cross-legged on a black leather
settee, facing an identical black leather settee, the window overlooking the
path climbing up the garden and the chunky television set. On my lap you
would either find a cushion – blue to match the rug – and a bowl of cereal
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or a fat, pampered cat – black and white to match the house.
Mars was born with a dust storm ravaging his eye, and so got a front row
seat on an ottoman scooched close to the TV. Jupiter, three years my elder
and the largest in the microcosm of our family, sat in the prime spot on the
sofa, with a clear line of vision so that he wouldn’t have to turn his head and
get a strain in his neck while we watched the morning cartoons.
One morning, BBC One showed a video of a trans woman – an age jumps
out at me, twenty-six years old – with thick, backcombed hair falling over
one side of her face as the 2000’s scene culture demanded it be. Her voice
had already broken during her first puberty. The camera cut off half her
head and the majority of her lower body and the 240p quality did her no
favours. Still, I was intrigued. What a phenomenon! There must have been
barely any of them in the world! How awful it must be to feel discomfort in
your own skin – and how glad I was that I had never felt that.
The lady spoke about her time at school and how her classmates had
had dreams of becoming astronauts, teachers, zookeepers, and she said,
‘When I grew up, I wanted to be a woman.’
Taken aback, one thought careered around my head, bouncing off left
and right like a pinball in an arcade game: Who the hell would want to be a
woman?
* * *
I was eight years old the first time I tied my hair up. Using one of my
mum’s dark velvet scrunchies, I secured the platinum strands into a low
ponytail and walked the whole ten minutes to school thinking of nothing
else. Anxious energy seemed to beat out of my very heart and run down every capillary. As soon as I crossed the threshold into the school grounds, I
crumbled. I reached for the scrunchie. I knew what they all would think the
second that they saw me. Look at Pollux trying to be a girly girl – as if! They’d
think I was trying too hard to fit in, or worse – they’d believe I did fit in –
that I was a girly girl!
I’d never let them get that chance.
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Wrenching the scrunchie from my hair, fuelled by my disgust, I merrily
put this experimental phase behind me.
Who are you trying to fool? I thought. That’s not you.
That’s not you.

extract from Following the Silence
Lena Panayotova
The sounds of rustling leaves seeped into the room through
the cracks in the window frame. No animals could be seen or heard; even
their breathing barely disturbed the air.
Jo pulled the woollen blanket up to her chin and stared at the planks of
the slanted ceiling. Little streaks of blue broke through the wood and shimmered above her head. If she were to uncover her mouth to the coldness
and stick out her tongue, she would taste a blur of those blue flickers.
A crack disrupted the peace. She propped herself up on her elbow and
peeked through the glass of the wood stove. There were still some embers,
though barely breathing. Jo found her sweater under the blanket and put it
on in a hurry to catch the last sparks. The pile of wood next to the stove was
slowly but surely thinning. If she were to stay here for more than a few days
she would have to tell Abigail.
Jo put some crumpled newspaper and wood on the fire with experienced
hands and a calm face. Before she sat down in front of the stove, she put the
coffee pot on. The fire breathed warmth into her blood. It was the vessels in
her face that first felt it. The heat opened them up and blood started moving freely in Jo’s cheeks, giving them a healthy blush; then it was her chest,
the muscles unfolding, breathing became easier when the cramps from the
cold were gone.
‘Day thirteen,’ Jo whispered to herself.
She had picked up the habit of talking to herself a long time ago, all the
way back when she was a student and spent days without leaving her room
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because of all the studying she had to do. It had never bothered her – if
anything, it helped her stay focused. But now, when she talked to herself,
after every word she felt shivers all over her limbs. She couldn’t shake off
the feeling that there was someone hearing her words. They didn’t die when
they left her mouth – they were stored away somewhere, and she couldn’t
help but think that she would have to face them eventually, but she couldn’t
stop. If she stopped, she was certain she would hear something not meant
for her.
After she drank her cup of coffee and the temperature in the room
was somewhat normal, she dressed herself and left for breakfast. Even
though Jo had already gotten acquainted with the road from her hut to the
main building, there was always something new to see. The trees, for instance, changed colour, and today they seemed to be dressed in their deep
green-purplish capes. While the sky stayed the same, the forest did not.
‘A few more days,’ she whispered when the end of the track came into
view.

My Porous Hands
Charlie Parkman
Open windows,
Looking on droplet clouds				
spit and sweat
					
by-products of talking
Proximity the key player
Shoes in the gutter			
Apologetic nods
						
Shameful sidesteps
The gaps in your defence concern me
As do the gaps in my own
Sanitiser’s burn follows the touch of each new surface
				
Cold glass, wooden bench, metal tap head,
Frenetically washing away layers of skin
					
Like sandpaper used to peel fruit
Aware of how it seeps into my calloused hands
Eczema’s frost made raw by the keen sting of ethanol
			
My mouth is a furnace insulated by cotton
									
The place is safe enough
The Perspex guards stand upright to attention
Tables too far to catch the eye of anyone 			
		
no one came over even when it was safe to, let alone now
Mutual understanding,
As bottles are surgically removed from server’s plates.
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Getting home is the issue,
Stop buttons so overused 			
Only cautionary red remains.
No windows open

the font disintegrated,

The social creatures
Gather at the back,
		
hoping viruses ignore the one seat space in between them
Mask on,
Droplets escape the sides
Our focus turns to coughing in the seats behind us,
It echoes around the bus and
We begin to picture the cloud
			
cough cough cough cough
her cough his cough their cough my cough her cough his cough their
cough my cough her cough his cough their cough my cough her cough
his cough their cough cough cough cough cough my cough her cough his
cough their cough my cough her cough
cough his cough their cough my cough her cough his cough their cough my
their cough his cough their cough my cough her cough his cough their cough
her cough his cough their cough my cough her cough his cough their
his cough cough cough my cough her cough his cough their cough
cough my cough her cough her cough his cough their cough my
cough cough cough cough cough my cough her cough his cough their cough my
cough her cough his cough their cough my cough her cough his cough
cough her cough his cough cough her cough
their cough my cough her cough his cough their cough cough cough
		
ugh cough cough cough cough cough cough THEIR cough my cough
cough cough my cough her cough his cough their cough
		
HER cough HIS cough THEIR cough my cough HER cough HIS cough
		
THEIR cough THEIR cough my cough HER cough HIS cough
cough cough my cough her cough his cough their cough cough cough
cough THEIR cough my cough HER cough HIS cough cough THEIR cough
cough cough cough cough his cough their cough my cough her cough his
cough cough HIS cough THEIR cough my cough HER cough HIS cough THEIR
cough cough cough
cough her cough his cough their cough my cough her cough his cough their
cough his cough cough cough my cough her cough his cough their cough his
I should have walked.
cough their cough my cough her cough his cough their cough

extract from Inner Workings
Cameron Pattison
CHARACTER NAMES APPEAR IN BOLD.
ACT I SCENE 1
				

THE STAGE IS DARK AND EMPTY.

				
				
				
				
				
				
				

A FIGURE – DIRECTIONS – ENTERS. THE
HEIGHT OF THE MAN MAKES HIM APPEAR
LIKE A SHADOW. AS HE CREEPS CLOSER
TO THE AUDIENCE, HIS HEIGHT REMAINS
YET HIS BULK DISAPPEARS REVEALING
A GANGLY MAN. HE’S SCRAWNY YET
COMMANDING. SLIM YET OVERPOWERING.

DIRECTIONS: Lights.
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				

BRIGHT LIGHTS COVER DIRECTIONS AND A
SERIES OF OTHER FIGURES SCAMPER ON
STAGE LED BY PAUSE. FULL OF ENERGY
HE BOUNCES TO THE SIDE. HE SOON
TIRES. HE’S OUT OF SHAPE. AS HE
STOPS, HE PUTS HIS HAND OUT STOPPING
DIALOGUE WHO FOLLOWS HIM. DIALOGUE
AWKARDLY HALTS NEARLY DROPPING
PAGES OF TEXT. HE CLUTCHES THEM TO
HIS CHEST BEFORE SCRAWLING OVER THEM
IN A PEN. HE RUNS OUT OF SPACE AND
BEGINS WRITING ON HIMSELF.

				
ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE STAGE THE
				CHARACTER OF MUSIC ELEGANTLY 			
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PIROUETTES INTO VIEW. FOLLOWING HER
				IS LIGHTING; A ROBUST FIGURE WHO
				
MARCHES MECHANICALLY TO MUSIC’S
				
SIDE. DRAPPED OVER LIGHTING ARE. A
				
SERIES OF COLOURFUL AND REFLECTIVE
				
ROBES BETRAYING THE BLACK UNDERNEATH.
				
STAGING SOON FOLLOWS. HIS MUSCLES
				
BURST FROM HIS TIGHT SHIRT. HE BENDS
				
AND LEAPS HIS WAY ONTO THE STAGE.
				
FINALLY, THE MEEK BEAT SQUIRMS BEHIND
				
DIALOGUE AND PAUSE.
			
			

No. That’s too bright. Make it dimmer.
Dimmer.

				
LIGHTING SIGHS. HE PHYSICALLY HAULS
				
THE BRIGHTNESS DOWN. THE LIGHTS GET
				GRADUALLY DIMMER.
			
			

That’s better. It’s missing something
though. Try out / something

PAUSE:

Pause!

				BLOATED, PAUSE SIGHS AND SINKS TO
				HIS KNEES.
DIRECTIONS: (TO PAUSE) Not now.
				
DIRECTIONS AGGRESSIVELY SIGHS BEFORE
				REGAINING FOCUS.
			

Try something like pink.

				
THE LIGHTS TRANSITION TO PINK.
				
LIGHTING SHROUDS HIMSELF IN THE
				COLOUR.
			

No, no. That’s not quite right.

				
DIALOGUE:
			
			

DIALOGUE BEGINS TALKING TO HIMSELF.

Is this a dagger I see before me? You are
like a summer’s rose. Out, out spot. Uncle!
I’m not a bad man, I’ve just had a bad

CAMERON PATTISON

			

life. A spider in a cup. You are / all

PAUSE:

Pause!
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PAUSE ATTEMPTS TO WRAP HIMSELF AROUND
				
DIALOGUE. HE IS SWIFTLY BRUSHED
				ASIDE.
DIALOGUE:
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			

Guilty! There are plenty more Jane Doe’s
out there. A ghoul’s ghost often lingers.
Mine will. You are to dress like a woman.
I’d give up heaven. Like a bloodstained
knife. Peas. Peas. Peas. Why are you
trembling? Nothing else for anyone either.
Drown, drown. Please drown and write a new
ending. Heaven is like a candle in the
wind dancing and bright or is it the
melting wax; sticky and gross. Clotted
blood. Blood. Out spot. Out spot. I’d fill
my funeral twice over. And the memorial
service.

DIRECTIONS: Um. Could you stop please. I haven’t
			
finished setting up the / stage.
DIALOGUE:

Come! Let me touch thee.

DIRECTIONS: Could you shut the fuck up for once,
			
Dialogue. There’s more to plays than just
			
what you / have to say.
DIALOGUE:

Prey, speak / I will.

DIRECTIONS: Pause!
				
				
PAUSE:

PAUSE LUMBERS ACROSS STUMBLING OVER
HIS OWN FAT PHYSIQUE.

(PANTING) Pause!

DIRECTIONS: Shut him up.
PAUSE:

(NODDING) Pause.

				
				

PAUSE LUNDGES AT DIALOGUE. DIALOGUE
NIMBLY STEPS ASIDE. THE WEIGHT OF
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PAUSE PULLS HIMSELF TO THE GROUND.
				
HE DESPERATELY GRABS DIALOGUE AS HE
				DESCENDS. DIALOGUE COLLAPSES WITH
				
PAUSE, SINKING INTO PAUSE’S OBESE
				GUTS. DIALOGUE’S MOUTH IS COVERED.
DIRECTIONS:
			
			
			

Better. Much better. A little bit of
silence. Although it’s still not quite
right. How about a soft score to go
underneath?

				
				
				

MUSIC STEPS FORWARD. SHE DELICATELY
CARESSES HER ARM. SHE HUMS. SOFT
MUSIC BEGINS PLAYING.

				
				

BEAT MINDFULLY MAKES HIS WAY TOWARDS
DIRECTIONS. HE SCUFFS HIS WORN SHOES.

BEAT:		

(SHEEPISHLY) Beat?

DIRECTIONS: Not right now, Beat.
BEAT:		

Beat, beat.

A Tale of Two

a contrapuntal after Tyehimba Jesss
Jade Prince
the string of my skin is		
strained and taught		
seams pucker			
rotting in stolen flesh		
bleached tangles of		
cluthced up guts		
			

the dance begins.

my insides			
glint with crystallised tears
a colosseum of ash white ribs
			

pinched between fingers:
the key to sugar crusted innards
as thighs dip into place
a rosy treat fizzing
pink pulp
x marks the g spot

splay open
the space between purified flesh
that splits clean in two like an apple core

it is not my fault.

my small intestine is wrapped around
a bruised cavity				
hardening				
venomous splutters and spit		
			

we remain.
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fingers sticky with glaze
I am
with you
caramelised with a warmth

A Sword When a Shield is Needed
Helen Robinson
The cliff edge is like home. Worn and smooth, it screams as
it crumbles. Dust plummeting into the waves below. Rocks leave behind
craters of their former whole selves. A disruption in the burnished taupe.
Feet fumble forward and eyes devour the austere emptiness outstretched
beyond. Each wave in the distance like the angry, ragged remains of a page
ripped from a book. A lady will rise from the depths and hand me a sword.
The sea will rise and crash as it fights amongst itself to be the first to congratulate me. An unwanted honour bestowed upon collapsing shoulders.
When I return the sword, blade chipped, handle cracked and bloody, the
lady will sob, and the wind will mourn. The cliff will fall silent before meeting its ruination with the ocean. A shield instead. Next time.
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extract from Tappin’ on the Glass
Charlotte Smith
SCENE ONE:
EXT. COTTAGE (BRITISH COUNTRYSIDE) – MID-AFTERNOON:
A young boy of about 4, RICO, sits on the grass outside
a sizeable, but not extravagant, wooden country house.
He pushes a toy car back and forth.
INT. SONNY’S CAR – (SAME TIME) MID-AFTERNOON:
SONNY BAKER, late-20s, sits in the driver’s seat of
a vintage Land Rover, speeding quickly down country
roads. Loud rock music BLASTS through the speakers as
he nods and TAPS his thumb to the beat.
EXT. COTTAGE (BRITISH COUNTRYSIDE) – (SAME TIME)
MID-AFTERNOON:
A small group of 15-20 people are standing around
outside the house, drinking and CHATTING ANIMATEDLY.
MAEVE SPENCER, mid-20s, dark hair and eyes, petite in
stature, is leaning against the railings of the porch,
wearing expensive, bohemian, feminine attire.
Her champagne flute is half full.
She pulls out her phone and selects some photos from
the day including:
–

A photo of Maeve and Sonny holding hands under 		
the arch of the porch
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–

Sonny and Marcos hugging in front of a wooden 		
bar

–

Maeve sat on the grass with Rico in her lap

–

Maeve holding up her hand with a shiny engagement
ring on it, beside her mother and father

–

Sonny and Maeve kissing and holding their rings
up in front of their faces

She posts them on her Instagram (handle
@maevetherebelight) with the caption,
“Luckiest girl in the world, thank you all for your
congratulations. We’ve had the best day celebrating
with family *heart emoji* *sun emoji* @sonny_dont_
shine”.
She looks up as her best friend and agent MARCOS
SANTIAGO, mid-20s dark hair and skin, muscular and
focused, runs up beside her. His VIBRANT PATTERENED
t-shirt and chinos contrast his COOLNESS.
				MARCOS
		
(panting from running over)
Sonny’s on his way back, you promised Rico
you’d race him first!
				MAEVE
		
(pushing off the railing and
		
starting towards Rico)
How come your sister has such cute kids?
You sure you’re related?
She pauses and bumps his shoulder, sitting down on the
grass next to Rico.
Marcos drops down beside her.

CHARLOTTE SMITH

				MARCOS
			
(glaring)
I’m happily single with zero kids, thank
you. Not everyone needs someone 24/7,
Maeve.
				MAEVE
			
(grinning)
		
		

Well, I can’t be your failsafe wife now;
I’ll find you someone someday.

She picks up one of Rico’s toy cars, pushing it back
and forth slowly.
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extract from If I Remember Correctly
The Vague Account of a Standard-Issue
Teenage Deviant
Nikola Tsonchev
The water waves about nervously in the pool. Everyone else
seems to be enjoying it. It feels kinda nice, I must admit, once you ignore
the boys’ locker room, and the boys in the boys’ locker room, and the teacher, and the water that’s trying to kill you.
‘Is this your first time at swimming lessons too?’
He had bright eyes, and looked a bit shy, but I was a bit shyer and glad
that he asked me the question. He was a lot younger than me and was
much less intimidating than all the other boys, talking about football and
comparing lap times.
I remember how in kindergarten I played with the girls because they
didn’t fight with fists and talk about cars, but they saw me as a husband
in all their roleplaying games and gave me a lot of orders and never talked
with me about the gossip, but I didn’t want that anyway either. I told one of
them her hair press wasn’t actually real because it was just a toy and to stop
pretending because it wasn’t connected to electricity. She didn’t like me
when I said that. I still played with her. I wish I could play with the girls in
the pool too, but I don’t think the teacher would like it, and I would drown
if I tried. The boy was really sweet, though, and we confessed to each other
how scared we were, and we laughed and I was less nervous and we were
really excited to see the other one hadn’t drowned after each exercise.
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At the end of the lesson, he said he was moving groups and that we
wouldn’t see each other again. I was sad and I said okay. I stared at my feet
as the other kids exited the pool and headed for the showers. I walked past
that. I hid my body parts underneath the towel as I tried to change while
the other boys were talking over one another. I felt lonely walking home
with my friend Olay. I don’t think he minded my silence, he just went on
and on, and whenever he paused, I said ‘Uhuh. Yeah’, the verbal equivalent
of rewinding a toy. About halfway back I told him not to go towards the
garages because that’s where that bully went sometimes and I didn’t want
him to kick me again.
‘You’re so overworried,’ he said.
‘Yes, but please please please I don’t want to go there.’
‘Okay, if you’re that scared.’
We walked past them. I got home and went in my room to study.
I cried over how bad I am at Math and how hard the new school was
pushing me, and I no longer got A’s easily. I even got a B last week. I cried
over that as well. I think it was a great tragedy at the time. I discovered I can
play music on my new phone and when I put the headphones in, I would
feel a bit better. Also, when bored, I would pull up those naked pictures of
men I found online, and go under the sheets and do the thing while staring
at them. I sneak peeks over my shoulder sometimes because dad or mom
can walk in at any minute. I haven’t told them yet what I had found, and the
first time felt really scary, like some unleashed beast had taken control over
me, but since then it felt pretty nice actually. Olay would often walk home
from school with me, and we would go to get the free WiFi next to that
dentist’s office, and he would play videos of naked women doing the big
thing with men and pretending they enjoyed it. He really liked that, and I
pretended to enjoy it too, because I didn’t think he would like me if I told
him the truth. The men in his videos weren’t pretty, so often I got distracted and just stared somewhere else and thought.

extract from The Women Shan’t
Keep Silent in the Churches
Abi Underhill
Prologue – Miss Agnes Moss

‘We sinners pray, hear us, holy spirit. To cleanse and sanctify all members of your holy Church.’1 I say, in my best attempt at the
Queen’s, my knees against the floorboards and knuckles clenched tight.
(Minnie has just shouted, ‘Agnes, ye fella’s ere.’)
It is the usual for a Friday night at 10:55. I don’t have to be asking who it
is because I know it will be my regular, Mr Luis.
I quickly pull my skirts around my hips, my leg hair prickling in the draft
from beneath and insert my sponge, feeling the sting as it pushes against
my inner walls. I have doused it in vinegar. I can’t afford to get into the
family way.
As customers go, Mr Luis ain’t too bad. For starters, he tells me about
his life back in Germany. Sometimes I don’t understand too well because
his accent is strange, but I like to be taken out of London and all the way to
Munich. He tells me that he will take me with him on his next return, and
I’m to meet his daughter. We both have freckles and ‘kornblume eyes’ (and
‘only the most beautiful girls have kornblume eyes’). If I were a man, I don’t
think I’d like to fuck a girl with the same eyes as my daughter, but each to
their own. Hattie says men want strange things within these walls and we
shouldn’t ever be asking questions.
_____________
1
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Mr Luis don’t look too much like the other men who come by this place.
He’s chubby and smaller, only an inch or so taller than myself, with the face
of a pork meatball. He don’t look like those needle-straight men with the
gigantic satin top hats and heavy overcoats. Them men do scare me – they
remind me of grim reaper folks and I don’t like to be thinking of any death
coming near this place.
Mr Luis does have a big coat, but under it he wears a paisley jacket that I
rather like; it’s blue and reminds me of London’s sky when the wind comes
and clears out her smog. And Mr Luis don’t smell like a man, but more like
a woman, lavender-ish, and he never has no cider on his breath. In fact, he
rather tastes like toffees. After one of our first meetings, he’d seen me licking my lips and asked why. I’d said ‘Sir, you taste like toffees, and I haven’t
had a toffee in a good while.’ I think he thought it a bit strange, but now he
brings me toffees to eat. But only for after we’ve laid down and done our
business.
I see Hattie on the way down the stairs. She is leading her customer to
her room and I wonder if he will notice her bump when he takes off her
dress. She must be three months gone now, though she tells me she has
used some of her savings to buy tablets from the chemist on Brewer Street,
and it should be gotten rid of soon. She touches my arm as we pass, saying,
‘Before I forget, Luis ‘ad to cancel, you’ve got a new fella tonight.’
And shocked, I don’t say nothing. My regular ain’t never cancelled before. And Hattie told me last week that there’s some bug that lives in the
water and it’s making everyone sick as a dog. I hope Mr Luis ain’t been
drinking the bugs.
As I reach the bottom step, my eyes meet my new customer who waits
by the door – a fine gent, clad in what I knows only a rich type can afford. I
look at the pockets of his tailored trousers and wonder if he has any toffees
stashed in there.
‘She’s one of our finest girls,’ Madam drawls, as she leads me toward
him.
The posh man don’t say much on the way upstairs, which Hattie says is
usual for men of their ‘breeding’. They are more of the reserved kind, which
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is why I prefer Mr Luis. I don’t doubt that I feel a whole lot better when
these men speak to me and ask me how I is doing on such evenings; I’m
not one of the more confident ones. And when they talk to me, it stops me
feeling so guilty – takes me away from where we really are.
The gent takes off his hat and coat and hangs them up, pausing before he
turns back around.
‘How old are you?’ he says in true Queen’s.
‘Seventeen, sir.’ I says, lying. Two years won’t hurt surely. He took me by
surprise! Ain’t nobody ever asked me that before, not even Mr Luis.
‘Very good,’ he nods, resting against the rusting dressing table. He rubs
at his clean-shaven jaw and I think he’s pondering on something or other,
but then he shocks me, ‘Well take your bloody clothes off then. What am I
paying for?’
I tell you, I ain’t never had someone this posh in my room. And before
it, I would’ve thought that they would be all proper and nice. But as Hattie
says, men are all the same, don’t matter where they come from. So I undo
my dress and drop it to the floor and he nods. I pull off my drawers and
then walk up to him, trying to be sultry, despite the stinging of the vinegar.
‘You are really quite a pretty one,’ he says.
I won’t tell you anymore because what happens in these rooms stays in
these rooms. That’s what Madam says. We shouldn’t go telling anyone who
been visiting, especially when they’re these kinds of folks.

extract from The Camp*
Igor Tiago Ventura
It takes time for a parent to realise something is wrong
with their own child, or rather, to admit it. Billy’s parents were no different
in this regard. They were sent various warnings. The first came when they
looked into his phone. Page upon page of disgusting websites and searches. Their mouths and minds twisted as they tried to understand why their
innocent boy had looked at such horrifying images.
‘I told you he was too young to have a phone!’ his father said.
‘All children have phones. We just need to be more careful –’ His mother
replied.
‘We need to take it away.’
‘Really? And you’re going to spend the extra hours with him? Because
you damn well know I can’t!’ The discussion continued. The result was a Parental Control app. Billy did not care; he had already searched everything
he wanted to search; nothing had any effect on him.
The second warning came on a normal December day. Snow poured,
covering the streets with a white blanket. Billy’s mother suggested for him
to go have a nice warm shower before dinner.
Billy undressed, opened the glass door and hopped into the shower. He
turned on the water. Under the chrome head the warmth dripped onto his
body. Billy was starring ahead at the white tiles that surrounded him, when
something took over. Without thinking his hand grabbed the heating regulator and turned it to 38 degrees. His hand began twisting – 39, 40, 41 – un* Content Note: self-harm.
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til it reached the maximum of 48 degrees. The blazing liquid spat onto his
body. For every second passing, layers of skin were being melted away. Billy
felt the scalding water turning his smooth skin into harsh burnt leather.
His body shook compulsively, instincts imploring for the end of this torture. But he couldn’t. Billy finally felt something. Pain, excruciating pain,
but nonetheless, something. What Billy didn’t know was that not only was
his skin being melted but also, inside of him, his nerve endings were being
dismantled. Strand by strand, sliced, until the water felt painless.
Once again, nothing. He leaned back and with full force slammed his
head onto the ceramic tiles. And then again, and again. Until he saw a
splash of red across the white tiles. Each time he leaned back his heart beat
increased. Faster. Slam. Faster. Slam. He was alive.
His mother came in. The bathroom was enveloped in steam, like a wave
of fog had taken over the room. She called out, her eyes squinting trying to
spot Billy.
Billy opened the shower door, and his mother saw it. A red beast, with
blood sliding down its face. She briskly drew her arm and stopped the water. Her eyes met Billy’s. She kneeled down in front of him and hesitantly
grabbed onto his red shoulders.
‘Oh god Billy... what happened? Your body, your head.’ She moved her
hand to touch it but she was afraid of hurting him.
After the ‘accident’, as Billy’s Mum insisted on calling it, his Dad was incredulous at hearing his wife’s descriptions of their son, refusing to believe
his own child would hurt himself like that. He had to see it with his own
eyes.
Billy was lying in bed, several hours after it happened, resting sideways
on a white feathery pillow, his eyes fixed on his phone. His father knocked
at the door and whispered, ‘Billy? Are you awake?’
‘Yes.’ And he placed his phone down and just for a second, somewhere
in the darkness, Billy appeared utterly serene, the most tranquil of beings.
His father sat at the edge of his bed.
‘Hey champ. Look, Mum is worried. She said you burnt yourself in the
shower. An “accident,” she says.’
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‘It wasn’t an accident. I meant to.’
‘Come on, sit up. Let me see.’
Billy’s father reached for the bedside table and turned on the lamp. The
light revealed his son, or what remained of his son anyway. As Billy moved
to sit up, his father saw the enormous bump peeking through the strands
of Billy’s black hair; he could almost feel it, pulsating, eager to explode.
When Billy was sat upright, there were strands of deep red across his skin,
with some beginning to form white bubbles, full of liquid. Billy’s father
was not weak in his stomach, but this made him sick. He was mortified
that his son meant to harm himself like this.
‘Billy... this... why?’
Remembering how his mother reacted, Billy said, ‘I don’t know dad.’

extract from At War with Ourselves
Jade Whitehouse
Stanley had decided to stay in hostels across Europe. His first
stop was Greece, Ayia Napa specifically. The hostel was surrounded by other little hostels and hotels and a strip of shops and restaurants. The beach
was a mile’s walk away and the clubs and bars weren’t too far either. Stanley didn’t feel one-hundred percent despite the proximity to alcohol and
music. A myriad of light to dark oranges were painted on the side of the
hostel, brushstrokes still visible because of the altering shades. Maybe it
was an attempt to brighten the place up? The oranges were paired with a
freshly painted white front which gave the hostel a relatively modern look.
The building seemed petite from the outside but looks can be deceiving,
who know, it could be like the Tardis inside?
He approached the hostel, with preconceptions (of course) about what
it would be like inside. I think we all have an idea in our minds of what a
hostel is typically like. Some are worse than others, some are like a Swedish
prison and some are like Guantanamo Bay. Stanley’s eyes moved rapidly, examining every crevice outside the hostel. His body was fixed in the
same spot, but his hand tapped his upper right trouser leg. Happy with his
examination of the area, he opened the large muddied glass doors which
towered over him. He entered; nobody was around, probably because it
was so early in the morning. 5:37 a.m. to be exact. A little brown reception
desk stood opposite Stanley. As he walked towards it a young, blonde woman appeared. Little light hairs were glued to her lip and dark eyebrows were
plastered onto her vampiric skin. Despite this, she had a nice welcoming
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face with an amicable presence. She handed Stanley his keys and he made
his way to his room.
Being however many miles away from home is scary, never mind being
eighteen and alone. But finally, he felt like he had a chance to uncover more
about himself without the added pressure of his parents or friends around.
He walked to the nearest bar. A neon sign, half lit, hung above the wooden
and crusted doors of the bar. They read, in a luminescent green and red
‘Gardens Inn Cocktail Snack Bar.’ It’ll do, Stanley thought.
He barged through the frail doors and slumped down, ordered a Blue
Lagoon which was accompanied by a tiny pink umbrella, and threw it down
his throat. Stanley’s first instinct was to drink himself silly. In other words,
get shitfaced until the sun sets. However, he needed to keep a slightly clear
mind if he was going to figure himself and his feelings out. It isn’t an easy
job.
So, he was going to gently and slowly pour the next cocktail down his
throat. Not many people were in the bar, a few oldies and a group of middle age men and women. A family, Stanley assumed. The older people had a
look of content. An old woman smiled at Stanley from across the bar, probably a pity smile, or maybe a friendly one. She wore a million wrinkles on
her olive skin, but still had a lot of obvious, natural beauty. Her eyes were
a light green and stood out against her ageing skin, her lips were cracked,
dry and relatively thin but her smile was innocent – but that’s just a guess.
She could’ve just been released from prison after robbing a bank or something. Everyone has a story, good or bad. An emerald necklace was pressed
against her crinkled neck, it glistened slightly, her wrinkled fingers clung
onto it as she sat hunched over her cocktail. A bush of thick grey hair rested
on her head; it wasn’t very long but maybe that’s because it was matted.
Stanley studied her face for a minute, whilst she wasn’t looking. She reminded him of his Grandma Robin. Someone he was very close with, in a
distant way. When they spoke, they were like best friends but they didn’t
speak often. He studied everyone and wondered what their stories were in
attempt to find some semblance of home in the new surroundings.
A slight bang of the door snapped him back to reality and his eyes moved
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towards the door. A young man entered, tossing himself down next to Stanley. He looked slightly older than Stanley, more mature in his face. He had
a mop of jet-black hair, and was clean-shaven but dirty. His face that is.
Stanley observed his fingernails had a faint orange tinge crusted onto their
top layer, and beneath the fingernail there was clumps of black soil compacted tightly into the nail. His fingers, yellowed and blackened from the
dirt, had little cuts all along them, some crusty and scabbed, others fresh
and clean cut. The fingers emanated a horrific smell, like tobacco mixed
with the sweat of manual labour. He turned and nodded at Stanley as he
held out his stained hand. Stanley half smiled back and shook his hand in
discontent because of its rough texture. Stanley could sense words were
about to leave this man’s dry, white lips and looked away. The man spoke.
‘I’m Elijah. You are?’ He asked, with a genuine curiosity in his eyes.
Stanley turned his eyes back to the man, annoyed, ‘I’m Stanley,’ he stated, bluntly.
‘Are you a local? I’m here on business. Have been for around two weeks.’
Elijah said, as he fumbled with his hands, avoiding eye contact.
‘No. I’m here on vacation.’ Stanley replied, in a slightly more welcoming
tone.
‘Ah. What brings you here? If I’m asking too much, tell me to fuck off, I
won’t mind.’ Elijah jabbered.
‘I’ve just got some things to figure out.’ Stanley said.
‘Cool, cool.’
‘What –’
There was a large smash from the bar’s kitchen. The bartender jumped
up from behind the bar and darted into the kitchen.
It was silent. Then there was a sudden burst of clattering and smashing.
Elijah rushed up and gestured for Stanley to follow him. They walked behind the bar and through to the kitchen.
There was nobody around. The air was still and silent, but the floor was
covered in a pool of gravy, mash and chicken with a smattering of smashed
plates and frying pans. It was sticky with pineapple juice that had stretched
over the entire kitchen.
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Elijah crept around the side of the kitchen towards the fridges and held up
his finger and signalled to Stanley to keep quiet. There was some distant
mummering and Elijah pulled out a gun, turned the corner, and accidentally kicked a pan, making an enormous booming sound.
A figure ran out of the kitchen and there was a loud collapse, like a massive bag of pasta had tipped onto its side. Elijah ran to the sound. It wasn’t
pasta. His eyes widened and he stared at the floor, startled. It was one of
the kitchen staff, bleeding out against the cold kitchen floor. His wound
was fresh and the blood had soaked through his dirty white t-shirt.
Elijah rushed to the floor and lifted up the man’s shirt. There was a puddle of thick red blood oozing out of his stomach: Elijah cleared away some
of the blood, his face fixed on the cut, his canines piercing his bottom lip,
and his eyelashes not flickering once. Underneath all that blood was a
clean, sharp slash through the skin. The cut was deep but small in comparison to the rest of the man. Yet still deadly. Elijah tried to control the bleed,
he grabbed a tea towel, applied pressure and checked the man’s pulse. He
was still breathing.

YEAR

III

For,
Ruby Carbonell
I can’t help but wonder what you think.
It is the beginning of June and I am as lost as the
spring months were stuck inside and
this is the first time I have touched you
since March.
Wonder if you feel as I do as we lie
in the silence that squats rent-free between us
as you do in my mind.
If I ask will you tell me?
Cuddled beneath the linen and our
skin ripe with sweat will you unravel
like milk in tea or will we greet the morning light
with more silence and maybe
a yawn?
I spent the summer following
clouds to find our silver lining only for it
to be in our side-eye glances and dressing gown pockets.
Our forever hiding under the bed.
But as I lift the quilt to find it beneath
the silence and sweat
nothing greets me but the things
I never said.
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Shades of Her
Finlay Charlesworth
Too tired, she doesn’t close the curtains.

She falls
asleep in the moonlight. The moonlight casts a shadow, and as she sleeps,
Her Shadow awakes. Her silhouette stretches; she pushes the outline of her
hair out of the form of her face. Her invisible eyes adjust to the dim white
glow and she rises from the bed, leaving herself behind. That prone figure
with the eyelashes and the dry skin on the backs of her hands and that rippling scar on her ankle stays behind, and Her Shadow goes walking.
Across from the bed, there is a chest of drawers laden with detritus – a
watch, some change, a hairbrush, mugs from the day before and the day
before that. There is a mirror, propped up against the wall. A plain, simple
mirror, quite large, unframed, reflective. Like all mirrors are. Her Shadow
looks at the mirror, and she sees herself lying on the bed. Pale skin, glossy
auburn hair catching the light and glowing silver. Her Shadow reaches out
to where she lay, cast back in the mirror and Her Reflection awakens. Slowly, slower than Her Shadow did. She rolls onto her back, resisting the urge
to open her bright green eyes. Her Shadow taps on the glass, again, again,
willing Her Reflection to move.
Her Reflection sighs without sound, her chest filling up with air and
coming down again, one arm extending off the bed in a languid stretch.
With a great theatrical roll, she heaves herself off the bed.
Her back to Her Shadow, she sits there a moment longer on the edge
of the bed, shielding her eyes from the bright moonlight. She stands, and
reaches for the curtain – no, no, no – Her Shadow beats frantically on the
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mirror’s glass without making so much as a whisper in the air. Her Reflection turns and looks through the mirror. She sees Her Shadow, the hollow
shape she recognises as her own. She smiles, and she knows Her Shadow is
smiling back, even though she cannot see it. Her Reflection stands, pulling
at the hem of her t-shirt. She pushes her hair out of her eyes, just like Her
Shadow did, combing it with her fingers and sweeping it back. The same
shapes, moving the same.
It was strange for Her Shadow, as it always was, to see the detail on Her
Reflection. The picture of the lighthouse on the top she wears to bed, the
redness on the side of her face where she had fallen asleep resting her head
on the back of her hand, the ring she keeps wrapped around her finger. Her
Shadow could feel them like they were a part of her. She looks down at her
dark hands. No ring. No redness on her cheek. No lighthouse.
Her Reflection notices strange things as well – things she always forgets
about herself. The way her left arm always tucks in as she stands, as if it
were shy; and how she always stands there with her right foot slightly in
front of her left. Without needing to look or think, she knows she is doing
it herself. She knows she is a reflection, just a reflection. She knows she
is the one trapped behind the mirror. She has wondered, of course. Why
wouldn’t she? She feels solid. She can look down and see the creases of her
clothes, the bumpy surface of her knee. Sometimes she feels real.
Her Reflection reaches out to the glass. Her Shadow mirrors, but where
their fingers should have touched, each felt the cold window between
them. Both of them tried to imagine it wasn’t there, the feeling of the other’s hand brushing against theirs. They both want just a little bit more. A
little bit more.
Her Shadow notices something. Something different, something new.
On her arm, Her Reflection’s arm. Rippling bubbles under the skin running from a spot just below the elbow, on the outside of her forearm, running up and up and off somewhere underneath the sleeve of her t-shirt.
Scars. Burns.
She touches herself self-consciously, stroking the spot where she thinks
those marks are on her own form. Of course, she has no scar, no bubbling
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burn or blemish. Only smooth, cool darkness.
Her Reflection notices Her Shadow, the way she touches her arm. She
looks down at the new part of her. This strange texture. She too touched the
scar on her arm. She could sense how it was nearly healed, how soft it felt,
and how fragile. A silk veneer over scorched landscape.
They both wonder how it had happened. They both wonder if the other
knows. But of course they don’t. They are just the outlines, the copies. Each
glances at the figure sleeping on the bed. They think about the pain she felt
when she got this scar. How she felt when people stared at the scar. Would
people still notice the colour of her eyes like they always used to, her bright
green eyes? Would they ask her about her day with the same inflection, the
same intent as before? Would they listen to her answers and accept them,
or project and project and write their own versions for themselves?
They know they are not part of Her. They do not live like Her, do not think
like Her and do not feel like Her. They are just the whispers, the signs of
distant signals glancing off her tracing her path through this life. They will
not be recorded, and they will not be remembered. They are the Shades of
Her, and they only begin to tell Her story.
The dawn creeps in.
The first signs of the sun and Her Shadow distorts – making her longer,
misshapen and even more intensely dark than before. Rays glare against
the mirror, and Her Reflection starts to become lost in the refracted morning. Slipping away. The night is over, and it is time to part again. Her Shadow and Her Reflection disappear back to their stations.
Each back to being Her for another day.

Dark Thoughts
E.J. Coates
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Calmness
Emie Grimwood
Calmness unattainable in ruin,
she waters seeds in the hope they may grow.
Draught shadows her efforts,
yet she returns to the garden each day.
A fine line between comfort and destruction,
too much or too little could be detrimental.
Content lends its hand, hers already full.
Mother, do not give up on her,
for she has tried to be kind.
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Siblings
Freya Howarth
We exist in blood,
bonded by our
bodies’ carrier.
On beaches we exist,
my feet teeter where
your blue becomes froth.
Sometimes we exist,
on the big settee,
letting our eyes go square.
You live in my every freckle,
each scar from the garden,
and dance in the smell of dad’s chilli.
We exist in blood,
part hers, part his,
we exist together.
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she is the thing
Philippa Kennedy
and she,
the woman
the wife
lies akimbo
		
legs outstretched
			
porcelain skin
				
gleaming
				
basking in the light
				
it dances between
				
bulb filament
			
and bare thighs
		
flimsy robe
flailing against
object
male desire
waiting patiently
		
for the
			
heroism of her man
				
to slay her
				
to be truly loved
				
is to be destroyed
				she reasons
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erotic intimacy
		
of the sheets
her murder scene
she is the thing
slain by kiss
or sword
		
that again,
			
and again
				
he erases
				
her very being
				
slowly deteriorates
				
to the commodity
		
middle-class housewife
he is the protagonist
she is reduced
to the thing he loved

Between the Lines
Georgia Palfrey
I gamble, here in the musky dark
of another’s home,
where I swallow your presence
like the touch of lips
I’ll never own.
Where I peel back a layer
of my secret self,
brave only in Absence
and the presence
of stealth.
Where my hips lock to yours
and all matter disappears;
so small is this space,
it burns a hole
in my fear.
Our touch, oh it dances
at a line we can’t cross.
if my red
glances yours
well, all is then lost.
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Like a sickness, they sit
at the roof of my mouth
the words between lines
that we will not
pronounce.

BETWEEN THE LINES

Quality Street
Beth Summerfield
Emerald linen tucked up round her neck,
she is The Green Triangle. Magazine in hand,
wordsearch in check, her wrinkles smile
from every angle. She is the favourite.
Silver unwavering, her hair is a cloud
for a scene where her shoulder is pavement
for the unwelcome drool puddle proudly
descending from liquor fragrant
Toffee Penny. Beside him stiff,
avoiding the whiff, is Orange Chocolate Crunch,
law degree, newly twenty-three, brunette
plaits and a vegan lunch. Here and there,
she catches the stare of The Purple One,
the glisten of gold from the links in his watch
watch her and her salad, uncertain the balance,
as he winks past his laptop, buttoned shirt
its backdrop, but she doesn’t respond.
Her gaze draws on towards Strawberry Delight,
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rose headphones, tortoiseshell circles her eyes,
a book in her hand, an awkward smile
as she twists her apricot curls.
Velveteen ears nuzzle her feet
with the welcome of Caramel Swirl,
coffee cream eyes, with hers his meet,
before a sky-blue collar. The hand of
Fudge gently clutching the lead
as he munches a donut he
bought for a dollar. Shooting the
youth a stare is Coconut Éclair, shrill
tones share her conversation,
layered bob and Starbucks sway excited
at the kids going on vacation.
While the carriage fills with lesson plan
stress, Milk Choc Block leafs The Daily Mirror,
dependable, dad of two, office job type
who makes a mean roast dinner.
As the train rolls into Quality Street,
a raindrop journeys the pane.
Puppy yaps, paper folds, and the cold
feels like an apology. I rise to my feet.

Conkering
Emily Grace Tabern
We make our way along

the footpath while it’s still daylight,
knowing there are few precious hours before the shadows from the trees
begin to drip across the rest of the cemetery. I felt compelled to reach out
and take my Mum’s hand so that we might drift together like we used to;
fingers intertwined around a bubble of warmth. After nineteen years, the
conkering tradition is one more pertinent to my seasonal calendar than
hers. Her last harvest festival assembly was even further gone than mine.
We stop at Nanny and Grandad’s headstone along the way, as always.
The shrivelled remains of yellow carnations and a weathered pink ribbon
that once adorned something lovely tells me that we’re the first ones to visit
since Brian’s birthday back in August. Mum had bought some sort of Autumnal wreath from the new florist across from the heritage centre. The
overlapping mustard and crimson shades look almost artificial, as if the
piece has been plucked straight out of a lifestyle blogger’s ‘Top 10 Tips for
Getting Your Home Fall Ready’. I volunteer to search out an empty bottle or
carton to water the new additions while she arranges the wreath alongside
the bouquet sent by Auntie Carole (she doesn’t make it out often enough
to come by herself). I never know whether my Mum will cry when we visit
here. In my memories she always seemed fine, like it was just a little stop
on the way to the main event. The older I get though, the longer we seem to
wait in an agreed silence until one of us utters the standard ‘right then’ that
most circles agree translates to ‘time to go’.
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When we eventually make it to the usual tree, I’m disappointed to see
that we’ve been beaten to it, either by the squirrels or other families that
share our sentimental practice. Browning horse chestnut shells litter the
dirt beneath our feet, their prickles squashed down by rubber soled shoes
searching for a glossy brown pearl.
There was a time when I would sit high among the greenery, my bedazzled trainers dangling below, one little hand placed purposefully on my
Dad’s head for balance, the other shaking a branch eagerly while speckled green leaves fell away like civilian casualties in my hunt for autumn’s
greatest treasure. If we were lucky enough to visit at the turn of the season,
they’d drop off the trees in abundance with just the hint of a breeze and I’d
dig about the mud shovelling as many as I could into an ASDA bag. Sometimes, though, there would be one right near the treetop, too big and too
tempting to resist. These instances called for special reinforcement.
It’s mid-October now and we have no choice but to resort to the same
tried and tested method. Dad approaches me with a large stick he found
somewhere along the metal fencing. I hesitate to take it at first, aware of
the fact it’s likely done the rounds through the droppings of several different species as well as playing snack to several more. However, I’m even
more aware of my own irritatingly mature thought process and grab the
stick with both hands just to spite the grown up in me. She can afford to
pipe down for today at least.
It only takes two attempts at lobbing the stick up into the canopy to
demonstrate my lack of any growth when it comes to sporting ability. I
would usually become frustrated by my Dad’s insistence at taking over the
throwing, set on earning my conkers myself, and equally as stubborn as
him when it comes to conquering the menial. Oddly, though, today I don’t
mind, as I step back to stand with my Mum who is starting to shiver a little.
Transitional wardrobes are a pain.
The endeavour goes on until we have no choice but to admit defeat.
My Dad apologises for only managing to knock down a few decent conkers, suggesting we try another tree while it’s still light. The cemetery has
changed now. In the space of half an hour, it’s as if God has drawn the
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blinds across the space, the sunlight filtering through the trees which
seem to grow bigger as the light shrinks back. I pocket the conkers and say
it’s fine, I only need a couple to keep the spiders out of my room anyway.
I’m not sure where this myth comes from, but it seems to have worked so
far, and I think it puts his mind at ease to think that he’ll be dropping me
back at my dingy uni room with a slightly better defence against the creepy
crawlies. Satisfied with our job for the year, we head home.

The Tropic of Capricorn
Mariella Walker
The rhythm of the jungle surged and fell in time with the rise
and fall of his chest as he gulped in shallow breaths of sticky air and sent
pulsating tremors that reverberated through the earth and swelled up into
the body of the explorer. Each throb that rocketed through his marrow was
driving him closer to the edge of sanity. The jungle canopy overhead saturated his vision with a sickly greenish hue, urging a wave of unreality to
wash over him. Two boots landed with a thud on the ground, blood vessels
barking upon impact. Two bloodshot eyes raked across the snarl of vines
before them, combing it over for an opening. Two sets of white knuckles
grasped at the handle of a Bolo knife, the blade of which was painted with
viscous amber sap, mingled with some other substance, and dripping like
golden honey onto the decaying ground underfoot. He continued to stumble through the trees. The sun was shrinking behind the horizon, throwing
out a few weak watery rays that did nothing to alleviate the murky atmosphere of which he now waded through like dishwater. Surely it was still
morning? He had been certain that they had arrived just after dawn. The
beat of the jungle began increasing in both intensity and volume now with
every heartbeat that rattled in his ribcage, as a chorus of pupils tracked his
movements from the tangle of leaves. Thump.
He had lost his fellow search party a few hours ago, he thought, but he
couldn’t be sure. It simultaneously felt like minutes and days had passed
since he’d seen another human. Time progressed differently here; both
swift and slow, erratically or not at all. The noxious fumes of the jungle ed203
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died with the humid air to create a haze of distortion, as the ground tilted
and the broad tree trunks began to warp and shift before him. He stopped,
tried to assess his surroundings. It was an act of intense concentration to
piece the shards of his mind together to try and form a coherent thought.
He seemed to think that the best course of action was to retrace his steps to
the boundary of the jungle if he had any hope of rescue. He turned on his
heel, expecting to see a clear path in the greenery leading to salvation, one
which had only just been forged from the desperate diagonal slashes of his
blade. When he glanced behind, his stomach dropped. A wall of green now
rested inches from his ruddy face.
In fact, it appeared denser, wilder somehow. The jungle was mocking
him. He bleated in panic, just as another thump surged from deep within
the earth and travelled up into his brain, the echo clanging around in his
head and chasing away any remaining composure with a wall of inertia.
He realised he couldn’t remember his name. His eyes skirted along the perimeter of the clearing, mapping the gnarled roots and a shiver licked up
his spine, kissing each vertebra as adrenaline bloomed in his body like ink
in water. No path. Fight or flight. He couldn’t concentrate. His mind was
now a thicket of half-formed thoughts prematurely bubbling to the surface
before withering away. The strange rhythm permeating the air caused him
to sway in place, every nerve harmonising with the beat. The anthem to his
madness. Thump. Thump. Thump.
A scream gurgled up his gullet and pressed against the seam of his
mouth, threatening to burst out. He didn’t know how long he had stood
there, slick with sweat and swaying. It was dark now. Thump. A chord of
unease was being plucked over and over again in his mind, as the fingers of
the jungle thumbed against the frayed edge of his consciousness and distorted the axis of reality. He wanted to fight back, to thrash and swear and
scream, but he simply stood. Thump. Saliva gathered in the corners of his
mouth, before spilling over and dribbling in thin rivulets down his chin. He
felt a vague sinking sensation and was only half aware that he was now on
his knees. Thump. All other thoughts from his mind had been carved away,
whittled down into one solitary tenor of desire: find the source. The thump
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of the beat was the only absolute that remained, swelling and surging, roiling and intensifying, desperate and agonising. Thump. Thump. Thump. As
his psyche receded like frothy alkaline waves against the shore, the will of
the jungle replaced the cavity which his personhood had left.
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